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Are Prepared to Serve 
All Your Needs 
Text Books 
Stationery Supplies 
Gym Suits Sport Goods 
Fountain Pens 
The College Book Store 
WEST OF THE CAMPUS 
The Carbondale Book 
Store 































UNIVERSITY SHOE SHOP 
JAMES W. HUGHES 
·e repairin.g neatly done-West of campus 
REEVES GROCERY 
-:-
QUALITY AND PRICES RIGHT 
WE CATER TO LIGHT-HOUSEKEEPERS 
West of the Campus 
- BUZBEE, THE FLORIST 
CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY ! 
Phone 374 
West of the Campus 
COLLEGE SERVICE STATION 
Oscar Shute, Owner 
THE COLLEGE OIL MAN 
West of the Gam~ us 
MAROON AND WHITE BARBER 
SHOP 
TWO DOORS SOUTH OF UNIVERSITY 
CAFE 
BARBF;RS - "PETE" WILSON AND 
"WAX" McGOWEN 
HOWARD'S LUNCH ROOM. 
Quality is our motto-Courtesy is our hohby 
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF CAMPUS 
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HISTORY OF S. I. T. C. 
The Southern Illinois Teachers College enjoys 
the largest enrollment of any degree-conf~rring in-
stitution in Illinois, with the exception of Chicago·, 
Northwest ern, and Illinois universities ; :and it has 
th~ tenth largest enrollment of any teachers col-
lege in America. 
Our college, chartered as the Southern Illinois 
State Normal University, opened in 1874 with one 
build·ing, w~ry few students, and a limited faculty. 
Its growth within the last twetny years has been 
nothing less than amazing. From :a mere normal ' 
school (little better than a high school) the insti-
tutlv .• ~ .... . - d~veloped into a college which is given 
a rating by the three greatest standardizing ag-
encies of this region, the University of Illinois, The 
American Association of T~achers Colleges, and 
The North Central Association of Colleges and Sec-
ondary Schools. This growth and development is 
directly attributed to the imagination, forethought, 
and careful planning of Pr~sident Shryock. No 
other person, in the history of the college, has con-
tributed to its unprecedented development :as has 




The Young M~n's Christian Association and the 
Young Women's Christian Association both have 
well-conducted organizations, which meet weekly 
in rooms fitted for their use on the third floor in 
the MW Chemical and Manual Arts Building. Their 
committees look after new students upon their ar-
rival and those who may be sick while attending 
school, and in many ways minister to the wants of 
their f~llow students. The State College secretar-
ies of each of these branches of Chrisian wrrk pay 
the institution a visit twice a year, or oftener, for 
conference a,nd dir~ction of work. New students 
upon their arrival may recognize the representa-
tives of these associations by special badg~s worn, 
indicating their willingness to render their kindly 
services whenever n<:!eded. These prsons may be 
trusted implicitly in directing strangers to board-
ing ·hous<:!s and clubs. 
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SOUTHERN BARBECUE 
GOOD SANDWICHES AND CHILI 
209 North Ill. Ave, 
S. I. T. C. ROOMING HOUSES 
1. Bauman, Mrs. Pearl, 705 S. Normal, Tel. 767X. 
Room and Board for Boys. 
2. Brown, Mrs. Estelle, 903 S. Illinois, Tel. 592Y 
Light Hous~keeping for Girls. 
3. Chamness, Mrs. G. A., 910 S. Illinois, T'el. 
596K-Room and Board for Boys. 
4. Cox, Mrs. William, 405 W. Grand, Tel 715Y--
Light Housekeeping for Girls. 
5. Eicher, Mrs. Harry, 611 W. Mill, Tel. 649K-
Light Housekeeping for Boys. 
6. Etherton, Mrs. W. 0., 511 W. Grand, Tel. 
547R2-Room and Board for Girls. 
MORGAN'S BAKERY 
SERVICE TO YOUR DOOR 
PHONE 188 
7. Ferguson, Mrs; W. A., Corn~r Elm and Ill., Tel. 
563Y- Rooms for Boys. 
8. Foley, Mrs. Louis, 304 W. Mill, Tel. 474L-
Light Housekeeping. 
9. Glenn, Mrs. Claudia, 108 E. Chautauqua-
Light Housekeeping for Boys. 
1'0. Hill, Mrs. I. C., 221 W. WaJnut, Tel. 75X-
Rooms. 
11. Karnes, Mrs. Elmer, 408 W. Mill, Tel. 650X-
Light Hous~keeping for Girls. 
12. Karr, Mrs. M. G., 906 s: Normal, Tel. 767L-
Light Housekeeping for Boys. 
13. Kester, Mrs. Elsie, 910 S. Normal, Tel. 571X--
Room and Board for Boys. 
14. Krupp, Mrs. Fred , 500 W. Grand-Light-House-
ke~ping for Girls. 
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SOUTHERN BARBECUE 
GOOD SANDWICHES AND CHILI 
209 North Ill. Ave. 
15. Larson, Mrs. Fred , 609 S. Illinois-Rooms for 
Girls. 
16. Levelsmier, Mrs. , 0. E., 306 W. Mill, 767Y-
Light Housekeeping for Girls. 
17. Lovel~tte, Mrs. Blanche, 807 S. Illinois, Tel. 
581L. 
18. Miller , Mrs. H. P ., 601 S. Normal, Tel. 367Y-
Lighthousekeeping for Girls. · 
19. Neftzger, Mrs. Carrie, 813 S. Normal, T'el. 12L 
Light Housekeeping for Girls. 
20. Penward~n, Mrs. R. H., 71 5 S. Marion, Tel. 564 
Rooms for Girls. 
IF WE DO YOUR WORK, IT'S DONE RIGHT 
MODERN SHOE SHOP 
317 S. Illinois Avenue 
21. Ragland, Mrs. Nellei, 204 W. Mill, Tel; 609K-
Room a nd Board for Girls. 
22. Reid, Mrs. C. E., 60 6 S. Normal, Tel. 651-X-
Rooms for Girls. 
23. Savitz, Mrs. Edna May, 912 S. Illinois-Room 
and Boa.rd for Boys. 
24. Smith, Mrs. Hettie, 912 S. Normal, Tel. 767K-
Room and Board for Girls. 
25. Toler, Mrs. Lizzie, 7'00 S. Illinois, T~l. 589X-
Lighthousekeeping for Girls. 
26. Tucker, Mrs. F. M., 312 W. Grand, Tel. 700-
Light Housekeeping for Girls. 
27. Wasson, Mrs. Clara, 509 W. Grand, Tel. 375X 
Room and Bo:ard for Boys. 
5 




Abbott Talbert W 809 S For~st-510X .... 206 Chern. 
Allen Katherine Fox 206 S Poplar-225X .... Library 
Bailey W M 506 S Poplar-64L .... 102 Old Science 
Baker Sarah S 922 S Div-Carterville ...... 205 Main 
Baldwin Helen A 210 Ha,rwood Av-357L ...... Aud. 
Barbour: Frances M 718 S Nor-474K ...... 303 Main 
BarMs Mary L Fry 310 W Jackson-728X .... Main 
Bevis Dora 818 S Illinois-592X ··--------------·- Brush 
Beyer Richard L 408 Cherry Ct-355K .... 206 Main 
Boomer S E 207 Harwood Ave-408Y .... 32 Old Sci. 
Bowyer Emma L 413 W M-onroe-353X .... 304 Main 
Bracewell George W Monroe ............. .-312-314 Main 
Brown W 0 406 Beveri·dge-93 ........ Rural Schools 
Bryant T L 500 S Poplar-392K ______________ 309 Main 
Caldwell D~lia 510 W Main-45 .... 101-102 Old Sci. 
Carpenter, Aileen Box 162 Midland Hills Country 
Club-County 8014 -----------·-------------------------- Gym 
Chastaine Julia 218 W Main-515K ........ 106 Main 
Cisne W G 109 Maple-677Y ________________________ Brush 
Clark Lulu R 703 S Poplar-652L .... ........ 107 Allyn 
Colyer Frank H 704 Normal-138X ........ 215 Main 
Combs Fuller 803 W Cherry-635K ........ 203 Main 
Cox Elizabeth 322 W Walnut-614L ........ 302 Main 
Cox Flemin W 803 W Mill-153L ........ 211 Main 
Cram"!r C H 902 S No-rmal-371X ............ 204 Main 
Crane Estelle Roy 406 W Oak _____ _______________ Library 
Crawford Mary Antho-ny Hall-407 ......... 301 Main 
Davis J Cary 104 N Springer-22 
Denney Florence 701 S Normal-651 Y .... 104 Sci. 
DiGiovanna Vincent 323 W Wal-104 .... 102 Gym. 
Eads Mabel 1011 Elizabeth-709Y ________________ Brush 
Entsminger Mary 400 W Oak-115X ........ 102Allyn 
Etheridge Franc~s 218 W Main-515X ............ Gym. 
F:aner Robert D 507 W Main-162 .. Eng. Off. Main 
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Felts W T 206 S Poplar-225X ________________ 314 Main 
Fox Mae L 703 W College-535Y ____ ______ __ , ____ Brush 
Francis Emma 604 W Walnut-439K ...... 307 Main 
Furr W A 11.0 S P.<>plar-309Y ________________ 105 Allyn 
Gent Verna 615 N Almond-420Y ________ ________ Brush 
Gibbons Alberta 505 W Main-308 ------~-107 Main 
Goddard Mary 821 S Illinois-592L ...... l03 Old Sci. 
Hall Dilla 105 E Grand-469K ------ ------- -- ----- Allyn 
Hall E Emerson 819 S M:arion-496X ___ ___ 214 Main 
Hart Fay 206 S Poplar-225X ____________________ Library 
Hawkins May S 808 S Illinois ____ ___ ___ __ ______ __ 201 Gym. 
Husband Ruth 812 S Forest-768Y ________ __ ______ Allyn 
Jonah Julia 718 S Normal-747K. ... Eng. Off. Main 
Keid~l Theresa 500 Normal-533L _______ _ 108 Allyn 
Kellogg Thelma Louise 523 W Wal-104 .. 303 Main 
Neckers J W 108 S Maple-644Y ...... 206 Chemical 
King Florence R 718 S Normal-747Y .... 102 Allyn 
MORGAN'S BAKERY 
SERVICE TO YOUR DOOR 
PHONE 188 
Krappe Edith S 201 S Normal-630L ______ 303 Main 
Krause Annemarie E 402 W Grd-715K .. 205 Main 
Lentz E G 520 S Normal-263K ______________________ Main 
Lingle Leland P 105 N Normal-134X .. L 102 Gym. 
Logan C C 114 E Grand ____________ 108-109 Ch~mkal 
Margrave Wen•dell 909 S Nor-329 .... S & F Science 
Matthes HelenE 516 S Pop-176 .. Right Stage Aud. 
;Mayhew Maude 710 S Illinois-589X ____________ Brush 
McAndrew William 405 W Walnut-89 ________ Gym. 
Mcintosh D S 504 S Forest-523X .... Stg Rm Aud. 
M~rwin Bruce W 601 W Wal-677L .... Sec. Fl Aud. 
Miles E·dward V 908 S Ill-586X .... Bus. Off. Aud. 
Muckelroy R E 404 W Walnut-251Y .... 105-6 Main 
Muzzey Dorothy M 910 W Mill-510Y ________ Gym. 
Nolen Russell M 500 S No-rrnal-335K ____________ Main 
Ogden Susie E 409 W Mon-400K ...... 3rd Fl Main 
Parde~ Charles J 109 N Poplar-697Y ...... 211 Main 
. Peacock Vera L 718 S Normal-747K .. 2nd Fl Aud. 
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"WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS" 
WISELY, Florist 
PHONE 206 
Petersen L C 309 H arwood-408K. ___ ____ l12 Chern. 
Pierce W 215 Harwo·od-408X __ ______________ 210 Main 
Power Esther M 718 S Normal-272L ______ 303 Main 
Purdy J R 809 S Normal-12K ______ ______ ___ _ 311 Main 
Ragsdale Lydia D 301 W Coll~ge-653K_ __ __ __ _ Allyn 
Ragsdale Ted R 301 W College-653K __ __ 304 Main 
Roach Lulu D 604 S Illinois-5 76K. __ _____ 202 Main 
Rogers Ora D 405 Beveridge-213X ________________ Allyn 
Schroeder J Henry 1220 Thompson .... 102 Chemical 
Scott M.artha H 718 S Nor-767L ... . 102-3 Old Sci. 
Scott R A 218 W M.ain-51 5IC ___________________ Ch~mical 
Shank Marjorie 718 S Nor-474K .. Pres. Off. Aud. 
Smith Geo W 605 W Walnut-666L ________ 209 Main 
Smith Gladys L 800 W Free-642X .. Pleas Hill Sch. 
Smith Madeleine M 106 Forest-356K. ___________ Aud. 
Steagall M.ary M 808 S Ill-583L ________ l07 Biology 
Stearns Troy 401 W Oak-853L _____ __ _____ W:aggon~r 
Stein Hilda A 701 S Normal-557L ___ _____ l06-7 Sci. 
Sto.ne Opal 501 Beveridge-662L _____ _. ________ Library 
Swartz Willis G 400 W Mill-368X .... 303 New Sci. 
Tenney Gharles D 108 S Forest-473X .. 303 Main 
Thalman W A 802 W Cherry-663Y .... 105 Chern. 
Troutt Madg~ 812 Forest-768Y ____________________ Allyn 
Trulove Je well 310 W Grand-647Y ____________ Brush 
VanLente Kenneth 51"0 S Forest-505Y .... New Sci. 
Van Trump Ruby 307 W Walnut-75L ________ Allyn 
Warren F G 700 W Walnut-295L ____ High School 
Wells Florence A 610 W Main-36 ________ 201 Gym. 
Wham G~orge D 100 N Springer-437K .. 213 Main 
Wilhelm Grace 816 W Walnut _________________ ___ __ Brush 
Williams Gladys P 718 S Normal-272Y .. 201 Main 
Woody Lucy K 703 S Pop .. 652L..110-111-112 Main 
Wright Alice K 320 W Walnut-75Y ...... 312 Main 
Wright Johl). I 720 W Freeman-641L ____________ Main 
Young Otis B 209 Harwood-408L ____ Physics Dept. 
Zimmerschied Charlotte 808 S Ill-583L. ... 204 Sci. 
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CAMPUS TELEPHONES 
Allyn Building .................................................. 395-L 
Business Ag~nt ...................................................... 94 
Chemical and Manual Arts Building-
Chemistry Dept. . .. .................................... .4 11-K 
Chemical and Manual Arts Buil·ding-
J anitor ................... ......... ......... ................ .411-X 
Dean of Women ............................................. .418-K 
Gymnasium ..................... ................................. 778-X 
Library .............................................................. 3 9 5-K 
Main Building-First Floor .............................. 18-K 
Main Building-Third Floo'r ........................ .... 778-L 
Power Plant ...................................................... 116-L 
President and. R~gistrar .................................... 285 
Science Building .................... .......................... 116-K 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 
H. W. Shryock, 202 S. Poplar St ................. Tel. 71 
SEC. TO PRESIDENT 
Blanch Lentz, 520 S. No·rmal .......................... 263K 
Virginia Draper, 807 W. Walnut .................... 378Y 
Frances J. Locke, 304 W. Mill ....................... .474L 
Winifred Nooner, Anthony Hall ....................... .407 
Georgia Corlis, Anthony Hall ........................... .407 
BUSINESS OFFICE 
Edward V. Miles, 809 S. Illinois .................... 586X 
Anna Kat~ryn Parks, 206 Chautauqua ......... .484X 
Cornelia Beach, Antho.ny Hall ........................... .40·7 
Ruth Spires, 405 W. Grand 




Ruth Merz, Anthony Hall --------------------------407 
Business Manager: 
William Rushing, 403 W. Elm St. _____ ___ ____ 191Y 
OBELISK STAFF 
Editor-in-chief: 
Mary Ellen Woods, 313 W. Monroe ________ 769Y 
Business Manager: 
Henry Hitt, 402 S. Normal ------------------------226 
FRATERNITIES 
Chemeka: 
Pres. Ralph Thompson, 1312 S. Thomp .. A12L 
Chi Delta Chi-402 S. Normal-TeL 226: 
Pres. William Rushing, 402 W. Elm St ... 191Y 
House Pres. Alvah Homan, 402 S. Normal..226 
Kappa Delta Alpha : 
Pres. Aubrey Land, 200 S. Oakland ··--------76K 
Kappa Phi Kappa: 
Pres. Paul McRoy, 209 W. Walnut ........ 56'0K 
Mu Tau Pi: 
Pres. Mary EU""n Wo·ods, 313 W Monroe .. 769Y 
Sigma Phi M u : 
Pres. Vernon Anderso·n, 419 W. Jackson 
SORORITIES 
Delta Sigma~ Epsilon, 800 S. Normal-552L: 
Pres. Rho-da Mae Baker, 307 W. Elm ...... 191L 
House Pres. Helen Dollins, 800 S. Nor .. ... 552L 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, 604 S. Normal-118: 
Pres. Mary I. C:ampbell, 314 W. Walnut ... A92L 
House Mgr. Francis M. Mo·ore, 604 S Nor. 118 
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CRAGG STUDIO 
Portraits and Commercial 
Work 
SPECIALISTS IN TINTING 
We Cater to Students 
207 WEST MAIN 
YOUNG'S Sc AND $1.00 STORE. 
LOCATED IN JOHNSONS 
SILKHOSE WASH FROCKS 
Gift Goods - Sdhool Supplies 
SETTLEMOIR'S SHOE HOSPITAL 
203 West Walnut Street 
WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAIT 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO. 






"WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS" 
WISELY, Florist 
PHONE 206 
THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH ICE CREAM 
MILK - CREAM - BUTI'ER - BUTTERMILK 
202 S. WASH. AVE . PHONE 363 
A 
. 1- A·dams, Helen, 513 S. Ill. Ave., 591-L .... Carterville 
< Adams, James L., 615 Mill, 639Y ... ___________ Centralia 
u Adams, Ross, 306 W. Walnut, no phone .. Carbondale ~ Addis, Wallace, 308 W. Mill, 368L _______ _____ Golconda 
A:dkins, Hylda, 405 W. Gd. Ave., no ph ... Christopher 
Aiken, Gil, 407 W. Cherry, 355Y .................. Marissa 
· ~ Aikman, Martha, Commute-758 .................. Marion 
Z Akin, Donald, 4'03 Grand Ave., no phone ...... Benton 
10::: ./\lbon, Jane, Commute-831-1 5 .................... DeSoto 






UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
-THEY BACK US! 
S Algee, M. Delmar, 430 E. JacJ,<son-693 .... Car'da!e 
..J Allen, Gene, Commute ................. ............... DuQuom 
:lLI Allen, Loren, Commute .................... West F m nkfort 
1- Allen, Marion A., R. F. D. 4, 49-F12 ...... Carbondale 
< Altmansberger, Maria, 407 W. Cherry, 355X ...... i .. . ....... ________ .. ______ .. ______ ...... ________ .................. Belleville 
Alwood, Sarah Elizabeth,5 03 W.Mill-3L .. Clinton 
Anderson, Beverly, 812 S. Normal-12Y .... Golconda 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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PHONE 344 - :-ILLINOIS AT EUf 
CULLEY'S SHOE SHOP 
FIRST DOOR EAST OF BARTH · 
LADIES-We Use Landis Lock Stitch 
To Sew Your Soles Instead 
of Using Tacks 
First Doo•r East of Barth T heatre 
Goodrich Tires - Exid·e Batteries 
THE 39 TIRE CO. 
315 South Illinois Avenue 
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Anderson, Christina, 700 S. Marion-no phone 
Anderson, Loren, 313 W. Harwood, 357X 
Anderson, Obert, 312¥2 S. Ill., no ph .... . Wayne City 
Anderson, Vernon, 419 W. Jackson, no ph ..... Sparta 
Anderson, Wendell, 715 S. Nor., no ph .. . Ha rrisburg 
Angle, Dorothy, 414 W. College, 29 8L ... Mt. Vernon 
Anthis, Edgar, 207 E . Chautauqua, 607L .... Delwood 
Armes, Lodema., 415 W. Grand Ave.-No phone 
............................... ........ .................. . Johnson City 
Arms, Ernest R., 615 Mill, no ph ...... . Johnston City 
Ill Arndt, Devain, 910 S. Normal, 571X ........ Centralia 
111 Arndt, Frederick, 716 S. Poplar, 649X ........ Raleigh 
:::?1 Arnold, Clyde, R.F.D. No. 1, 40F-12 ...... Carbondale 
~ Arnold, Helen Hayes, 105 Nor., 134X .... Carbondale 
Arnold, Richard, 1312 Thomp., 412L ...... Collinsville ~ Arras, Harlowe, 418 Normal, 727X ........ Carbom:lale 
I- Ashman, Ebert, Commuting .................... ...... Herrin 
< Aston, Jean, 809 S. Normal, 12K ........... ......... Anna 
111 Atwell, Ethel F erne, Anthony Hall, 407 .. Mt. Vernon 
Atwood, Alfred, 517 W Grand, 711K .. W. Frankfo.rt 
Austin, J. Connor, Commuting-l08 .... Murphysboro ~ Austin, Mary Louise, Commuting-108 .. .. Mur'boro 










PURE CREAM ICE CREAM 
PHONE 132 
B 
Baggett , Virginia, 205 E. Chautauqua-407K 
Bain, Edgar, R.F.D. No. 4-no ph ......... Carbondale 
Baker, Ev~lyn, 812 S. Normal-12Y ........ Golconda 
Balker, Harrison C., Commuting ... ................. Marion 
Baker, James Von L., 307 W. Grd.-647L .. Raleigh 
Baker, Mary F mnces, 306 W Oa.k-704L..Golconda 
Baker, Lelle Roberta ...... ....... ................. Carterville 
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THE H. AND M. STORE 
Honor ·and M·erit Stores 
Style Merchamdise for College Wear 
RIDGEWAY is the 
Rightway 
We Unde.rsell All Competition - We 
Ca.rry the Largest Line of Groceries 
a1ndJ Meats in Southern Illinois 
J. H; RIDGEWAY 
PHONES: 452-453 WE DELIVER! 
RAPP TIRE COMPANY 
GOODYEAR TIRES AND 
WILLARD BATTERIES 
Tire and B.attery Headquarters 





J. J. WINTERS 
-:-
Men's, Boys', and Children's 
Clothing 
-:-
Gym Suits for Students 
H. 0. GIBBS 
Groceries and Meats 




































THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELV E T RIC H IC E CRE AM 
MILK - CREAM - B U'rfER - BUTTERMILK 
202 S. W A SH . AV E . PHO NE 3 6 3 
Bake·,·, Mildred, 614 Fore ~t-429K _____ ___ Carbondale 
Baker, Rhoda Mae, 317 Elm-191L ________ Carbonda!e 
B.•&ei·, Virgil L. , E:04 Forest-429K. ______ Carbondale 
Baker, Wilbu l', 'i 02 S. Illinois-175Y .. .. Carbondale 
Bal·dwin, James M., 204 E Oak, no ph ..... Harrisburg 
Ballance, Marvin E., 509 W Grand, Q75X .. .. Patoka 
Ba lla rd, Gal·'" R., 321 Stoker, no ph _______ Carbondale 
Ballad, Leta, 32 1 Stoker, no phone ___ _____ Carbondale 
BanisteJ.·, Arnold, 421 S. Illinois-428Y ........ Peoria 
Barcroft, Fannie Eila, 700 S. IlL, 579X .... Keyesport 
Bar-cl mas; Rebecca, Commuting --- -- ---------------- - Hurst 
Barger, Al lene, 509 W. Mill-648L __ ________ Golconda 
Barg·cir, Loy, 702 S. Illinois, 175Y ____ ___ ____ _ Stonefort 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
-THEY BACK US! 
Barker, Wayne, 305 W. College , no ph ..... Centralia 
Barnes, J . Ward, 500 S. Normal, no ph .. ___ ____ Raleig·h 
Barr, Eva, 812 S. Normal-12Y ___________ _____ Centralia 
Barr, Helen Mildred, 812 S Nor mal, 12Y .. Centralia 
Barrett, Everr·e,tt, 1216 Thompson, 601 Y .... Car'dale 
Barrett, Paul, 1216 Thompson, 601Y ... . Carbondale 
Barrett, Rosalind Lorene, 803 S Ill, 581K .. W Frank. 
Barrow, James, 505 W. Walnut-33R2 .. Carbondale 
Barter, Pearle, 502 S. Nor~mal-489L .... Harrisburg 
B.artimus, W esley 806 S Normal 765L .. Brownstown 
Bateman, Randolph, Commuting-629R. ..... .. Marion 
Bates, Helen Frances 610 S Normal 396X .. Mt. Ver. 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 -
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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THE H. AND M. STORE 
Hon.or and Merit Stores 
Style Merchandise for College Wear 
JOHNSON'S, INC. 
Welcomes You and Features the 
Following Well Known Brands 
of Merchandise 
GORDON and MUNSING HOSIERY 
NELLY DON DRESSES 
GOSSARD CORSETS 
- :-· 
HE'R MAJESTY SILK 
UNDERWEAR 







601 WEST COLLEGE STREET 
Phone 286-W e Deliver 
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FRIENDLY SHOES 
Hart Sha.ffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Batson, Mary E lizabeth, 403 Oak, 753K .... Car'dale 
Batteau, Dwight Wayne, Commuting .. W. Frankfort 
Bauder, Harry, 903 S. Illinois-592Y .... Christopher 
Ill Bauman, Aden C., 401 Chautauqua, no ph ..... Farina 
w Bauman, Emma Rae, 705 S Normal, 767X .. Car'dal-~ 
:::E Bauman, Karl, 705 S. Normal, 767X .. .... Carbondale 
oo( Bayer Kenneth, 322 Walnut-614L .. .... Mt. Vernon 
., Bayless, Lois, 818 S. Marion-403X .... Grand Chain 
~ Baysinger, Dorothy, 907 S Normal-371L .... Marion 
u Beach, Cornelia, Anthony Hall, 407 ........ Jerseyville 
It) Bean, Margu•'!:Tite Frances, Ant. Hall, 4'07 .. Golconda 
(I) Beasley, Afton, Commuting-257 ...... ...... Carterville 
Beckmeyet , Henry E. Jr., 204 Mill, 709K..Hoyleton 
Ill Behymer, Nola, 504 S Forest-523X ........ Clay City 
ll:: Belch~r, Francis, 107 Grand, no phone .......... Patoka 
~ Belford , Thelma, 213 Chautauqua-484L .. Golconda 
0:: Bell,E-dward, 207 Chautauqua, 697L .... .Carrier Mills 
0 Bell, Evelyn, 107 N Springer-430L .... Carbondale 
:I Bell, J esse, 330 N. Illinois, 169 .................... Pulaski 
r Beltz, Aline, Commuting .................... Cr~al Springs §: Bennett, Avon, Commutes ------------------------ Royalton 
Benz, Mildred-42F3 5 Berger, Edna Mae, 817 S. Normal-504 .... Belleville 
z Berri-~·, Hazel Lee, Commutes ............ Murphysboro 
:J Berry, Gwendolyn, 703 S Poplar, 652L .. Harrisburg 
-' Berry, Harris, 703 Poplar-652L .......... Harrisburg 
W Berry, Robert, 601 W. College-286 .... Carbondale 
~ Besart, Fre-.:1: D., 204 W. Mill, 609K. ......... Centralia 
...1 Biby, John 313 Harwood-357X ........ Pinckneyville 
D. Bigg~rstaff, Loren, Commutes ...................... Marion 
Biggs, Saraetta, 817 Marion, no phone .. Carbondale 
Bigham, Erne L., 210 Hos. Dr., no ph ... Carbondale 
CHINESE CHOP SUEY at all times 
HUB CAFE 
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THE H. AND M. STORE 
Honor and Merit Stores 












Special Bargain Nights c.n Tuesday 
and Wednesday ! 
Sunday-Continuous Shows Starting 2:30 
FOX'S DRUG STORE 
BIGGEST • BUSIEST • BEST 
Want to get a sta,mp, write a letter, loaf 
awhile, meet the girl, ,or what do 
you say - C~me Here ! 
CORNER ILLINOIS & WALNUT 
19 
THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH ICE CREAM ..r 
MILK - CREAM - BUTI'ER - BU'rrERMILK 
202 S . WASH. AVE . PHONE 3 63 
Birkholz, Carl, Commute ·······-·-- -------------Cart erville 
Birkla, Claranelle, 510 W Grancl-715L .... Bellmont 
Birkner, Edward, 304 Hester , no phon~ ...... Oraville Ia Bisch, Clifford, 310 W. Mill-368L __________ Grayville 
~ Bise, Coenia A., 818 S. Marion-403X .... Olmstead 
< Bishop, Laverne, 402 S. Normal-226 ____________ Anna 
., Blackwood, James, Commutes ____________ Murphysboro 
~ ~i~~~~y, wJ~~-~n E~~~ 1~ 0~~abak70~o-·:::::_~~-~-~ 0o\~~1; 
~ Blette, George, 5171h S. Illinois-575K ____________ Ava 






Blum, Tessie, 601 Normal-376Y ________ Mound City 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
-THEY BACK US ! 
'J: Boatright, Wilbern, Commutes ______________________ Marion 
1:- Bod-<e.nb.ach , Florence, Anthony Hall, 407 .. Waterloo ~ Boeker, Norman, 710 S. Marlon, no ph ..... Floraville 
J: Bogdansky, Joe, 910 Normal, no ph ... .... Christopher 
U Bolen, Oliver, 204 S. Oakland, 648X .. W. Frankfort 
Z Bond, James, 1014 Thompson-359X _______ ___ Galatia 
::l Book, John Alph, 407 College-234X ______ ____ Bonnte 
..1 Boomer, May Bernice, 305 Harwood 408Y .. Car'dal<! 
IJJ Boone, Winnifred, 402 W. Elm-191L ...... .. Elkville ~ Borah, E·dwin C, 302% S Ill., no ph ..... Wayne City [ Boren, Joe , Commutes ____________________________ Carterville 
Borden, Wilfred, 808 For"!.st, no phone .. Mt. Vernon 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
20 
THE H. AND M. STORE 
Honor and Merit Stores 




Live Better for 
Less 
Carbondale Laundry · 
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER 
PHONE 219 
CASPERS CAFE 
"JUST A GOOD PLACE TO EAT" 
GIVE US A TRIAL 
208 S. Ill. Ave. 
21 
FRIENDLY SHOES 
Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Borger, Beulah, 514 Rawlings, no ph ..... Carbondale 
Boskett, Grace, 601 Mill-403X ............ Harrisburg 
Bostian, Kathryn, 712 Normal-767K. ........... Dupo 
Boucher, Frederick, Commutes .......... Murphysboro 
Bovinett, Wesl~y, 405 Normal-119Y .... Carbondale 
Bowers, Juanita, 511 Normal-244L .... Carbondale 
Ill Bowie, Garolyn E., 402 W. Elm-191L ........ Herrin ~ Bowman, Corol Ruth, 701 W. Mill-639L .. Grayville 
< Boyd , A. Aaron, 310 Willow, no ph .. ..... Carbondale 
., Boyd, Elizabeth, 812 S. Normal-319L .... ...... Cairo 
~ Boyd, Eugenia C., 309 College-655L. ... Carbondale 
Boyd, John H., 1311 Thompson-601IC.. .... Baldwin 
1- Boy!"!, Lois, Anthony Hall-407 ........ Pinckneyville 
~ Boyle, Rob ert, 204 Mill-609K ................ Centralia 
Boyles, Dwight, 403 W. Grand, no ph .. ...... ..Benton 
Bozarth, Charles M., 803 Co!.-675L .. McLeansboro 
Ill Bozarth, Harry, 910 Normal-57 1X ..... . Harrisburg 
F Bozarth, Ruth, 803 College-675L ...... McLeansboro ~ Bradl"!y, Gladys, 808 College-643L. ..... Willisville 
0 Braentigam, E velyn , 609 Poplar-472K. ... Freeburg 0 Bramlet, Fred, 707 Washington, 617ILW. Eldorado 
0 Bramlet, Helen G., 105 Gr.and, no ph ....... EJ.dorado 
l!) Bramlet, Miriam, 809 Normal-12K ...... Harrisburg 
0:: Brasel, Max, 712 Marion-no phone ............ Cartter 
0 Breck~nridge , Mary, 803 S. Ill., 58 1K .. Granite City 
II. Bremer, Russel, 524 N. Wash.-no ph ..... .. DuQuoin 
Bret sch; Hermaun, 807 Illinois- 581L .. N"!w Athens 
Brewer, Helen Marie, R.F.D. No. 4 ........ Carbondale 
Brick~r, Herbert, 502 Poplar-660X .... Carbond·ale 
Brimm, Paul, 1300 S. Thompson-601L .. Creal Spr. 
Brissenden, Robert 700 W Freeman 642L .. Car'dale 
CHINESE CHOP SUEY at all times 
HUB CAFE 
22 





Sandwiches - - Ice Cream 
Candy 
MALONEY'S SHOE REPAIR 
SHOP 
Prizewinner at Chicago Exposition, 1933 
-:-
WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAIT 
Located in P-atterson's Store Buildin.g 
SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
Gym Shoes for the La.dy anti Gent - The 
Best for the Least Price ! 
WOLF SHOE COMPANY 
102 W. Jackson St . Phone 278 
23 
THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH I C E CREAM 
l\ULK - CREAM - JJt:; fT~<;U - BUTTERMILK 
202 5. WASH . AVE . PHONE 363 
Broadway, W ayne, Commuting ........... ......... .. Hurst 
Brock, Collene, Commut es ............... ............. Marion 
Brock, Eileen, Anthony Hall-407 ........ Mt. Vernon 
Brown, Berniece, 601 Illinois, no ph ... W. Frankfor;; 
Brooks, John, 419 Chautauqua, no ph ... CarbondalB 
Brown, Delbert, 819 Illinois, no phone ............ Boles 
Ill Brown, Ella Beatrice, Commutes, 975W .. Mur'boro 
Ill Brown, Lowery, 91 0 Illinois-586IL .......... Cypr<:!ss 
::E Brown, Lucille, 305 Normal, no phone .. Carbondale ~ Brown, Marion A, 1006 Thomp., 299X, McL'nsboro 
Brown, Marjorie, 406 Beveridge, 93 ... .. . Carbondale ~ Brown, Paul Jean, 903 Illinois-592Y .... Carbondale 
1- Brown, Robert, 402 Normal-226 .. West Frankfort 
< 
Ill UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
-THEY BACK US ! 
~ < Brown, ThB.o-dore, Commutes ..... ..... ..... Murphysboro 
11.1 Brown, Vera, 910 Forest, no phone .... Mt. Vernon 
0 Brown, Virginia, Illinois ................ West Frankfort 0 Br own, Wilford E., Commutes ............ Murphysboro 
0 Browning, Loren Clyde, Commutes ..... ........ . Zeigler 
Cl Browning, William C. ____ ______ __ ___ _______ __________ DuQuoin 
0:: Bruce, Mary Elizabeth ----------- -··-------- ··----------Marion 
0 Brunty, Barbara, 409 Coll<:~ge, no ph .... . Carbondale 
II. Brust, C. Joseph, 113 E. Grand, no ph. ___________ _ Ullin 
Bryant, Virginia, 809 Illinois, no phone .......... Alton 
Bu~k, Loretta Marie, Commutes _____ ___ Murphysboro 
Budde, Harol-d, 705 Normal, no ph. ____________ St. Louis 
Budde, Harold W 803 Schwartz, no ph Bunker Hill 
Buell, Charles R., 70 0 Freeman, 642L .... H.arrisburg 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
24 
PEERLESS CLEANERS 
E. R. PHILLIPS 







Hats Our Specialty 
Phone 637-205 West Walnut St. 
MALONEY'S SHOE REPAIR 
SHOP 
Prizewinner at Chicago Expositio;n, 1933 
-:-
WORK DONE WHILE YOU WAIT! 
Loeiated in Patterson's Store Building 
ANDERSON'S SHELL SERVICE 
Washing • Greasing • Polishing 
324 N. Ill. Avenue Phone 11-X 
25 
FRIENDLY SHOES 
Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Bundy, Howard , 707 S. Wash.-617ICWalnut Hill 
Burge, G~nevieve, 610 NormaJ-396X ...... Irvington 
Burgess, Kenneth, 804 Swartz, no phone .. Fairfield 
Burgess, Thomas, 804 Swartz, no phone .... Fairfield 
Burke, Estel, 313 Harwood, 357X _________ ___ _______ _ luka 
Burkhart, Winnifred, 817 Normal, 504 .. Carbondale 
Ill Burks, Mildred In~z , 71"0 Poplar-648K. ......... Anna 
Iii Burmuer, George, 409 College, no phone,.DuQuoin ~ Burnett, Mary Sanders, Commutes .............. Zeigler 
., Burns, Floyd ---------- -------------··----------------------- Marion 
!;;: Butler, Alelia, Anthony Hall-407 ........ Mt. V~rnon 
..... Butlel', J. Macklin, 806 Normal-767L .. Hanisburg 




MID WEST PURE MILK 
FOR PARTIES TRY CHOCOLATE MILK 
Phone 281-After 8 p. m., Pho·ne 121 
c 
.0 Cagle, H elen , Commutes ---------------·----------·Carterville 0 Gagel, Ray Fred, Commu~s -- ---------·······--------Marion 
0 Caldwell, Alvin, 1006 Oakland, no phone ........ Joppa 
" Calfee, Robert, 806 Norma1-676L ...... Carbondale 
0:: Calhoon, Robert, 803 Grand-647L ...... Carbondale g Callaway, Winnifred, Commutes ........ Murphysboro 
.... Campbell, Amy Lewis, 314 Walnut, 492L .. Car'dal<:l 
Campbell, Margaret, Commutes __________ Murphysbo;ro 
Campbell, Mary Isabel, 314 W:alnut, 492L .. Car'•dale 
Cannon, Helen, 509 Normal-4:J8 ............ Eldorado 
Carlton, Kathryn, 602 Marion, no phone .... Goclfrey 
Carlton, Loren, 910 S. Illinois-586K .......... Vienna 
CHINESE CHOP SUEY at all times 
HUB CAFE 
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THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH ICE CREAM 
MILK - CREAM - BUTTER - BUTTERMILK 
202 S . WASH . AVE. PHONE 363 
(J) 
Carlton, Marvin, 804 Walnut, no phon<J ...... Benton C 
Garnett, James H., 716 Poplar-679X ........ Equality ~ 
Carson, Clara Mae, 808 Cherry-657X .... Nashville )> 
Carson, Lestine, Commutes ............................ Herrin 111 
Carter, Chelsea, 1010 Thomp., 359L .. Burnt Prairie Ill 
Carter, Mary, 1001 Marion-403K ... .... . Carbondal<l Ill· 
Carter, Pauline Ida, 613 Wash. no ph Burnt Prairie 0 
Carter, Russell Gerome, Commutes ............ Marion 0 · 
Carter, Wilma M., 510 Grand-715L--............ Ava > 
Casebier, Georgia Gabriell<l, 609 Lake-no phone Ill 
..................................................... ....... Burnt Prairie > 
Casleton, Thomas, 508 Ash-no phone .. ...... Elkville z 
9asper, George, 208 Illinois-110 ....... . Carbondale 0 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 3:: 
-THEY BACK US! 
(J) 
Cates, Pauline, 910 Illinois-574Y .... Johnston City J: 
Cavan~ss, Clara Doty, 522 Almon-3 , 345 .... Car'd3.le )> 
Cavelia, Christin<l, 403 Norm., no ph .. . Pinckneyville ~ 
Chamness, Rob'ert, Commutes-714W .... ...... Marion Ill 
Chandler, Emory, Commutes ........................ Marion 
Chapman, Robert, 210 J .ackson, no ph ... Ca rbondale ... 
Charles, Clara, 1004 Lake St., no ph ..... Carbondale 0 Chase, K~rmit I~., 302 Mill-371Y ........ Wayne City o 
Chenoweth, Lee, 505 College, no ph .. ... Christopher ~ 
Choate, Ruth, Commutes .................. ...... Carterville .., 
Chrisman, Lucill<l, 402 Mill-371 Y .... Pinckneyville '-
Christy, Dorothy, 819 Normal, no pho ne ...... Vernon )> 
Claflin, Donald, 702 Illinois-715Y .... Murphysboro- ~ 
(J) 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VEL.VET <~ICH ICE CREAM 
MILK - CREAM - BUTTER - BUTTERMILK 
202 5 . WASH. AVE. PHONE 363 
Coggins, Mary, Anthony Hall-407 .... East St. Louis 
Clark, Geneva, 718 Normal-504 ................ Benton 
Cleland, Ruth, 42 1 Monroe-772L .............. Cutler 
· Ul Clem, Geraldine, Driving ................ West Frankfort 
' ~ Clymore, Rachel, 102 Spring~r-66L ...... ... Vienna 
< Coffee, Robert E ., 806 Normal ................ Greenview ! 
., Coleman, Justin Ralph, Commutes, Cart'lle, 29R2 . 
1-- Coleman, Norma Nadine, 312 Grand, 70(), Calvin 
< Coleman, Opal, 409 Coll~ge, 234L, ............ Panama 
u Coltman, Jane, 800 Nor. 55 2L .... West Frankfort 
'.~ Compton, Carl A., Thompson, no ph, McLeansboro 






Comstock, Frederick, 402 Normal, 226, .... Benton 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
-THEY BACK US ! 
J: Cooksey Howard ........................................ Centralia 
f-o Cooley, John Albert, 806 Normal ........ Harrisburg 3 Cooley, Virginia, 418 Monr oe, ............ Carbondal~ 
Cooper, Robert Hayward, Commutes, Murphysboro 
:5 Copeland, Arlene R., Anthony H. 407 .... Marissa 
z Copher, Floyd W., Commutes .................... Marion 
·::> Copple, Raymond B., 712 Marion, no ph, Centralia 
...J Corbitt, Naomi M., 511 Colleg~, 653Y, Carbondale 
:W Coriell, Lucille E., 404 College, 298L, Mt. Verno'll 
.!( Corlis, Georg.a, Anthony H., 407 ........ Metropolis 
...J Corr~ll, Mildred, 114 Forest, 691 ........ Carbondale 
11.. Go•rzine, C. F., Jr., 304 Hester, 189X .... W:averly 
Courtney, H elen Leona , Commutes ............ .. Marion 
C ourtney, Robert G.,· Commutes ................ Marion 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
(/)' Cowley, Jun-8, 905 Normal, 498 ------------- --- Tamaroa c 
Cox Beuhvh A., 905 Normal 498 -- ---------- Belleville z 
Cox: Eugene, 715 Illinois-579L ________ McL'"ansboro 0 
8~~: t~:;~:n;:, ~~1 ~~~~%,\~ 7;t. __ ~~w~-stc~:~~k~~~~ m 
Cox, M:abel, 907 Normal, 371L ___________ _ Carbonda.le 
Cox, Maxin-8 L., 710 Freeman, no ph ______ __ __ __ ____ Iuka (J) 
Cox, Violet Mae, 405 Grand, n o• phone .. Carbondale 0 
Craig, Bruce L., Commutes ------- ----------------- Marian g 
Craig, Sarah Frieda May -- --- -- -------------·· Mt. Vernon (J) 
Craig, Harriette T. R., 510 W. Walnut .. Mt. Vernon 
g:~~~y,E~\~~~ ~~~ro~te~;:~;;~t·: -678x ~-~-1:~~~~s~~~~ ~ 
Crav-8r, John Kenneth, Commutes ____ Murphysbo-ro 0 
Creed, Edna, 715 Marion , 564K _______ _ Walnut Hill :S:. 
Creed, Harvey B., 400 College, 1111 ____ Bellevill~ r 
Creed, Lyman, 507 Colleg-8, no ph ________ Centra.Iia i'\ 
Creek, George Everett, Commutes __ _______ ___ Herrin (J) 
Crandle, Imogen-8 , 509 Poplar, 3921 _______ _ Gorham J: 
Crenshaw, Joseph H., 308 W. Mill, no ph .. Marion > 
Crews, Lowell Thomas, 1300 Thompson __ Fairfield @ 
Crim, Lewis 0 ., 51 7 Grand, no ph, West Frankf o-rt (J) 
Crim, May Margaret, 813 Normal, 12L. ... W. Frank 
Crews, Mildred, 502 Normal, 489L ________ Fairfield 
Crim, Viola Alba, 513 Ch-8stnut, 413Y, Carbondale 0 Croessmann, Chas. Louis, Commutes ___ ___ Du Quoin o 
Croessmann, Pauline, drivin.g __ ____ ________ ___ _ Du Quoin )> 
Crombar, Robert, Commutes __ __________ Murphysbor:> -i 
Cromeans, Hazel, 901 Forest, no ph ---------------- Dix l... 
Cross, Hiram F., 806 Normal, 767L .... W. Frankfort > 
Cross, J asper J r., 115 Grand , no phone .. Carbonda.le S:: 
rrt (J) 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 



















THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET R I C H ICE CREAM 
MILl{ 
- CREAM - BUTTER - BUTTERMILK 
202 S . WASH . AVE . PHONE 363 
Cross, Kenneth E ., 107 Chautauqua, no ph C'dai~ 
Cross, Mildred G., 108 Chautauqua, no ph, C'odal4 Cross, Roland R., Jr., 115 Gr.and, no• ph, Dahlgre1 Crouch, Jesse Fred, 806 Normal, 767L --·--· Sesse 
Crowell, Lawrence Em~ry .................... Carbonodai4 Crowell, Ray Cruse, 205 Marion, no ph .... Mario11 Culley! Lynn, 819 No-rmal no ph ........ Carbondal 
Cummmgs, Everett J ............. ..... , .............. Vienn 
Cummings, Gayle, 213 Chautauqua, 484L, H'bul'l 
Cummings, Margaret A., A. Hall, 407, Mt. Verno 
Cunningham, H~len A., 117 Chau'qa, 607X, P'vill 
Curd, Mary Ellen, 112 Poplar-750 ...... Carbondal 
Curtis, Thomas D., Commutes ............ Cartervill 
Cutler, Harry B., 306 Renfro-291L .... CarbGndai 
MIDWEST 
PURE CREAM ICE CREAM 
PHONE 132 
D 
Dabney, Earle M., 806 Normal-767L .... Harrisbur 
D.ahneke, Mil-dred E., 900 Ill. , 592K ........ Ashk 
Daigh, David F ., 1408 Main, Commutes .... Mario 
Daisy, Audrey, 511 No-rmal, 244L .... Christopl!e 
Damosso, Rose, 1006 Thompson, 299X, Muddy, -fi 
Daniels, Leonard• B., 309 College, 655L .... Sale! 
Darling, Pearl, 212 Gr~en .................... Carbon~ 
Davenport, M. W. , 500 Wash,n, no ph ........ Carly 
DavenP'o•rt, Meta L., 719 Forest, 642Y .... Equalit 
-





Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Davidson, James, West Mill, no ph ------------ Sa.lem 
Davidson, Lois M., 209 Harwood, 408L ___ _ Salem 
Davis, Aline, 1006 Thompson, 299X ____ Harrisburg 
Davis, Doris, 206 Springer, no ph ------------ Eldo·r~do 
Davis, Jaspar J., 113 Grand, no ph ____________________ Geff 
Davis, ~da L. 508 Marion -------------------- Mill Shoals 
~~~i~: t~!eii--l\:;--3·o·s--i\1-iii;--3-6-s-c·::··E:~~-i--st.0r:~~ g 
~:~i~; ~fa~~:~~~~~ 9--G~~~·d,;--~~--ph ~~~~--~\1~~~~ Cl 
Davis, Nancy L. Commutes ---------------- Carterville g 
Davis, Robert, Commutes ---------------- West Frankfort 0 D:avison, Ralph, Horstman's Cleaners, John, City 
Davison, Vaughn Edw., Commutes .... Johnston City ~ 
Dean, J<eanette B., 703 Poplar-652L ........ Sumner ;;! 
De.arworth, Fred H., 7'02 Norm, 175Y, Beckemeyer v• 
Deason, Glenn, R.F.D. 4, 11F-23 .......... Carbondale 
Deason, Russell, R.F.D .. 4, 11F-23 ______ Carbondale 111 Deck, Chlomora, 207% Main-388K .... Carbondale ~ 
Deck, LaCene, 207% Main, 388K ____ Carboil:dale -. 
DeJarnatt, Kathryn, Commutes ________ Murphysboro, ~ 
DeJarnett, Raymond, 810 Nor., 12X, Metropolis -. 
Dempsey, Maurine, Commutes ----------·--------- Marion ~ 
D<enham, Charles, 806 Normal, 767L ----- ·-- Herrin 3: 
Denison, Effie, 708 Normal, 138Y ------------ Makanda 111 Denny, Florence E., 701 No,rmal, 651K, Carbo.ndale til 
Denny, Luella, 701 Normal, 651K ________ Carbondale 
Derbak, Nicholas, Commutes -------------------- Royalton 
Devor, Clifford, 400 Colleg<e, 111 ____________ .. Do•well 
DeWees, Ruby J., 609 College, no ph -------- Herrin 
Dickerson, Leon H., Commutes -------------------- Herrin 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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TI-m NEW ERA DAIRY 
V EL V ET RICH ICE CR E AM 
MILl{ - CRKDI - BITlTEH - BUTTERMILK 
202 S. W A SH. AVE. PHONE 363 
(/) 
w Dickey, Ivan N., 405 P<ecan, 719L ------------ Marissa 
::iE Dickey, Lillian, 1103 Sycamore, 377X .. Carbondale 
~ Dickinso-n, Ruth Irene, 500 Main ________ Walnut Hill 
I- Dickson, J . M., R.F.D. 2 -- -------------------------- Ma.kanda 
<( Dietz, Rosze ll a R., Vv. P ecan ----- ------- Murphysboro 
u Dill, E lisabeth, 201 Maple, 644K ____ __ __ Carbondale 
o Dill, Marion, 201 Maple, 644K ------------ Carbondal~ 
Dilling-er, Royal, R.F.D. 2-34F2 .......... Carbondale 
Dillow, Adolph us L., 505 Walnut, no ph ____ Cobden 
Ul Dillow, Florence A., 505 Walnut, no ph ____ Cobden 
lu Dillow, Gladys, 516 Rawlings-625Y .... Carbondale 
~ Dippe l, Nedra, 403 Normal, no ph __ _____ _ Carbondale 
~ Ditterl ine, Ruth E. Commut'"s -------------------- Benton 
U) Dixon, Helen Vida , Commutes ___________ _ Murphysb or o 
J UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
~ -THEY BACK US! 
a 
Z Dodds, Gordon, 408 Beveridge, 213Y, W . Frankfort 
<( Dollins, Helen, 800 N o·rmal-552L __________ __ Benton 
Ul Doty, Stephen L., S. Normal, 767X ------- ------- Flora 
<( Douglas, Allison A., 516 Nor., 235K ________ Dongola 
a Douglas, Lawr<ence J ., 412 Oak, n·o· ph ____ St. Louis 
~ g~~~:.n~1~g0~f~· rJ.~ 732~1 Tii.,6!~~K::::--E~~~t--st?foa~: 
Ul Drake, Margaret, 305 Vicksburg, Com. __ __ .. Mario1 
W Draper ,Virginia, 807 Walnut, 378Y ____ Carbondale 
<( Drenckpohl, Louis, 313 Harwood, 357X, Centralia; ~ Duckworth, J esse, 400 Grand, 499Y, Mill Shoal · 
:::> 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Dw:ll'Oy, Dorothy, Anthony Hall, 407 ____ __ __ .. __ Cairo 
Duffy, Regina, 905 Normal, 498 ---------------- Ridgway 
Duncan, Eugene, 510 Beveridge ------------------ Chicago 
Duncan, Russell G., Commutes ---- -- ------------ Marion 
Dun-house, Leon, Commutes -------------------------- J acoh 
Dunn, Henry Levi, Chautauqua , no- ph ________ Joppa '1'1 
Dunn, L'Owis R., 419 Chautauqua, no ph ____ J oppa 0 
Dunning, Gladys B., 608 W, Oak -- -- ---- Carbondale ;o 
Dunsmore, Kelly A., 205 Elm, 563K ____ Carbondale Gl 
Durham, Anna Elizabeth, Commutes ____ Du Quoin 0 
0 
MID WEST PURE MILK 0 
FOR PARTIES TRY CHOCOLATE MILK 
Pho';'e 281-After 8 p. m., Pho•ne 121 
E 
111 
~~:1~~· l:~~!~a~e ~-. ~~k ~~~e~;--~~-h_-_-_-_-_·c~;:bo~d~: ~ 
Earnhart, Lo•W.<;)ll . A., Commutes ____ __________ ., Dongola ~ 
Easter, Floy M., 700 College 721__ __ Grand Chain t-
Easterday, Russell, Stotlar Courts________ Metropolis > 
Eaton, Evelyn, 511 Ash-655X ____________ Granite City ;s: 
Eaton, Harrison , 511 Ash, 655X ________ Granite City 111 
;Eaton, J·ohn, 315 W. Oak, 373R1 ______ __ Carbo.ndale en 
Eaton, Mabel, 513 Normal, 235Y ---------- Du Quoin 
Eaton, Otis W., 509 Grand, 375X ________ Centralia 
Eaton, Roberta, 210 Hos Driv.<;) no ph, Pinckneyville 
Ebbs, Chas. B., 503 College, no phone .. :.Carbondale 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH ICE CREAM 
MILK - CREAIIi - B!J'i'Tl:H - JHJ'l'1'EHJIULK 
202 5. WASH. AVE. PHONE 363 
Ebbs, Frank, 503 Colleg-e, no ph ·····--- Carbondale 
Ebeling-, Paul H., 400 Grand ,no ph ........ Oakwville 
Ul Echols, Mary L., 940 Oakland, 127K, Carbondale 
llJ Edmonds, Hargaret Ann, Commutes -···---····· Jacob 
~ :~~;d~~0~a ~~~~e:057of1Wal;~:,x6~i8"5c··~~~~-m~r~; 
1- Ehrhard ,Antoinette, Normal ----·---·-·-··------ Cobden 
o( Ellis, Leo James, 808 Normal, 199X ........ Fairfiel<( 
0 Elmore, Lois Emma, 717 Normal --·--·-·-·-·---- Butler 
Ul Emery, Russell, 608 Normal, no ph ____ Carterville 
M Ervin, Elmer J., 705 Normal, .no ph --·- Sw:anwick 
Eth<:lridg-e, Frances, 218 Main -·-·--· --- -- Carbondale 
Ul Etherton, Eleanor, 511 Grand, 547-R2, Carbondale 
::.:: Etherton, Wayne, 314 College, no ph -·-- Makanda 
Z Eubanks, J. B., 1300 Thomp., 601L, S. Bend, Ind. 
iE Eubanks, Pauline, Commutes ·----·--·--·----!... DeSoto 
0 Evans, Don.ald E., 810 Normal, 12X --·-·· Ridgway 
:I Evans, H. Frank, 500 Normal, 734 ..... . Carbondale 
1- Evans, JoS<:lphine, 602 Marion, no ph ........ Ramsey 3: Eveland, Vera Cleo, Commutes -············-·· Marion 
:I Evett ,Samuel, Chi D. Chi H ......... West Frankfort 









PURE CREAM ICE CREAM 
PHONE 132 
F 
Fairbanks, P:atricia, 809 Ill., no ph, .... East Alton 
Fairless, Charles Dean, Commutes ............ Marion 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Fan~r, Berdena, 604 Normal, 118, Waterford, Pa. 
Faner, Elsie, 604 Normal, 118 -------- Waterford, Pa. 
Farlow, Victor R., 419 Chautauqua, no ph, M. Vern 
Farmer, Jennie R., 814 Normal, 319K, Richview 11 Farris, Frances, 405 Normal, 119Y ------------ Vienna r 
Farris, Vivian C., 306 Illinois, 486K ____ Du Quoin ~ 
Faulkner, Cynthia, 397 Elm _____ _ :_____________ Centralia 1'1 
Fawcett, Vivian, Commut~s ------------------------ Marion r 
F:axx, Hazel V., 326 Illinois, 486I'- _____ :-__ ______ __ Cairo c 
Fegley, Paul, 308 Grand, 64 7L -------- East St. Louis Z 
Feirich, James M., 401 Walnut, 774 __ Carbondale 0 
Feirich, Virginia , 401 Walnut, 774 ____ Carbondale :I 
Felix, Osa, 9'06 Lake, no ph -------------------- Mill Shoals =: 
Felty, Harold, 715 Illinois, 579L -------- Thackeray ::j 
Fenoli, John Robert, Commutes ---------- Mt. Vemon :I 
Ferguson, Darrell, 311 Monroe, 242K ---- Cypress 0 Ferguson, Gladys, 311 Monroe, 242K _______ _ Cypress ;u 
Ferrari, Charles, Commutes ---------------- Murphysboro z 
F errell, Gladys V., 511 Grand, 547-R2 ---- Eldorado ,;; 
Ferr~ll, Frances, 508 S. Ill, 416L ______ __ Carbondale Ul 
Fields, Marjory E., 601 Mill, 405X --------··-- Enfield 
Fields, William, 611 Mill, 649K ---------------- Enfield w 
Finkeldey, Jane, Commutes -------------- -- Murphysboro Ul 
Finley, Elizabeth, 311 Monroe, 242K ____ Carbondale n 
Finl~y, William R., 311 Monroe, 242K, Carbondale >-1 
Fisher, Pauline, 1006 Thompson, 299X, Cene~alia 
Fisher, Reta, Commutes ------------- -- -·.·------- ----- Benton ~ 
Fitzgerald, Jeanette, 305 Coll~ge, no ph ____ Salem 3::: 
Fitzgerrell, Marietta, 610 Illinois, 247 ______ Benton 1'1 
Fiveash, ]!}dna, R.F.D. 1, 8404 -------------- Carbondale Ul 
Fligor, Jean, ,R.F.D. 1 ---- ---------------------- Carbondale 
Flow~rs, Mary E., 407 E. Chest, no ph ____ Pulaski 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Ford, Ruth, CommuJRs, no phone ................ Marion 
Fore, Mildred, 613 W. College, 362X .... Ca.rbonda.le 
Fore, Mildred, 513 W. College, 362X, Carbo11dale 
Ul Fornelli, Bianca., Commutes, no ph .... ........ Zeigler 
Ill Forsythe, Gra.c~, R. R. 1, 636 -------------------- Marissa 
~ Foster, Hugh, 405 W. Mill, no ph ________ Carbondale 
~ Fowler, . Wanda, 814 S. Normal, 319K, Carbondale 
1- Fox, Everett, Commutes, no ph ----- ------ ---- ----- Zeigler 
< Fox, Fred, Commutes, no ph .................... H~rrin 
u Fox, Hubert, 718 S. Normal, no ph ........ Harrisburg 
10 Fox, Leon, Commutes, no ph ------· ····· ····-- --·. Herrin 




UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
-THEY BACK US! 
~ Foxx, Hazel, 326 N. Illinois ,no ph, ··--··------ C:airo 
Fraley, Charlotte, 516 N. Almond, 583Y, Car'dale 
I: Franks, John, 910 S. Normal, no ph .... Harrisburg ~ Freeman, Ruges, 418 E. Oak, no phone' .... St. Louis 
Freiheit, Ruth V., A. Hall ------- -- ----------- Harrisburg 
:t French, Charles, 509 W. Grand, 375X, Mill Shoals 
U French, Frieda, 510 W. Grand, 715L, Mill Shoals 5 French, Louis~, 402 N. Wash., no ph ------ -- Wheeter 
..J Freres, Helen, Commutes ---- -- ------------- -- ---- --- M:arion 
Fugate, Carol, 608 W. College, 535X, Carbondale ~ Fulenwider, H~len., 510 W. Grand, 715L, Jonesboro 
~ ~~n:~/u~!ib~0~~~~lt ·4o7·-_-_-_·_·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ... ~u~~~:~;~fi~ 
Fulton, Derald, 702 Rawlins, no ph .... Srogootee 
Funkhouser, Kathle~.n, 800 S. Forest, no ph, Albion 
Futrell, Cathryn, Commutes ............. ............. Hurst 





Hart Sha ffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
G Ul 
Gaines, N~mo, 709 S. Marion, no ph ... Carbondale C: 
Galenskie, Stella, Normal, no ph ----- --- Christopher ~ 
Gallien, Sh~lby, 702 S. Ill., 175Y ___ _ Beckemeyer ;p. 
Galloway, Lucille, 610 W. Pecan, 623K ____ Sesser 1'11 
Gammon, Charles, 810 Normal, 12X ____ Kinmundy Ul 
Gangle, Billy, 402 S. Normal-226 _____ _____ __ ___ _ Dupo Ul 
Gardner, Grace, Commutes ______ __________ Murphysboro 0 
Gardner, Eugenia, Commutes --- --------- Murphysboro 0 
Garlick,- Edna, 705 W. CoU~ge, no ph ....... Nashville :J>o 
Garrison, Maurice, 400 W. Grand-229Y .. Sp'gerton Ul 
Garvish, Margaret, Commutes ____ _____________ __ __ _____ Colp ;p. 
Gasaway, Anita, 405 S. Normal-119Y .... Eldorado z 
Gaskins, Katherine, 502 S Normal-480L .. Har'burg 0 
Gibhard, Doris. Anthony Hall-407 .......... Belleville 3:: 
Geiger, Edgar, 702 S. Illinois-175Y .... Beckem~yer r 
Genis, Steve, 40'0 W. Grand-no phone ______ __ Zeigler ~ 
George, Eubah, 511 S. Normal-244L ........ Cypress _ G~orge, Mattie, 510 W. Grand-no phone .... Karnak ~ 
Ghent, Ed, 910 S. Normal-no pho.ne .... Harrisburg ;p. 
Gholson, Willis, 608 S Marion-143Y .. McLeansboro ~ 
Gilbert, John, 513 W. Walnut-678K .... Carbondale CJ 
Gill, George, 511 W. Mill-405Y __________________ __ Albion 
Gill, Paul, 511 W. Mill-405Y _______ ___ __ ____ __ ____ Albion 
Gillispie, Eldena, 713 S. Marion-568Y ...... Marissa 
Gillmore, J ames, Commutes --- ------- ------ -·--------DeSoto· 0 
Giltner, Georgia; 607 W. Walnut-382K..Brookport n 
Glenn, John, Commutes ______ __ .. __ __ _______ __ __ ___ __ DuQuoin ~ 
Glick, Lawrence, 512 S. Normal-122 .... Carbondale 
Goad, Cecil, 705 S. No·rmal-767X ... ......... Centralia ~ 
Goddard, John, 821 S. Illinois, no phone ... . Car'dale 3:: 
Goddard, Maq~, 821 S. Illinois, no pho.ne .. Car'dale rr1 
Ul 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Go~ddel, Clara, Anthony Hall-407 ________ Waterloo 
Goetting, Martha, 117 E Chau.-607X __ , __ Steelville 
Goggin, Nedra, 807 W Walnut--387Y __ Granite City 
Goin, Thomas, 13'00 S. Thomp., no ph ... Broughton 
Good, Oveta, Anthony Hall, 407 ____ West Frankfort l!J Gowdy, Lewis, 1600 Thompson-140 ___ _________ Carmi 
::!: Gower, Pauline, 606 S. Illinois-576 ____ Carbondale 
<( Gow~r, Velma, 606 S. Illinois-576X .... Carbondale 
., Grady, Russell, 306 W. Jackson-722ICCarbondale 
~ g;~~:~· ]~~k~eig2 8s~ 6N~.r~;{m~16.~-~-~~:A:~~:~ 
~ Grant, · Helen, Commutes -- ---------------------------- Marion 
IJJ Grasker, Dorothy, 402 W. Mill-371Y ____ Centralia 
Graves, Allen, Commutes __ ______________ , ____________ Herrin 
Graves, Frankie; Commutes --- ----------------------- Herrin 
~ Graves, Lucille, 315 Hest~r, no phone ___ _ Noi:ris City 
<( Graves, Rachel, Commutes ____________________________ Herrin 
w Gray, J:ames, 611 W. Hall, no phone ____ Collinsville 
0 Gray, Louise , Commutes ---------------- West Frankfort 0 Gr~en, Dewey, 711 Rawlings, .no· hone ____ EJizabeth 
0 Greene, Lucille, 414 S. Marion, no. ph, __ Carbondale 
C) Greenlee, Almalee, 208 E. Chau., no ph . .. McL'bo-ro 
It Gre~nlee, David, 208 E. Chau., no ph.__ .. McL'boro 
0 Greenlee, Sylvan, 708 W Fr~eman, no ph __ McL'boro 
II. 
MID WEST PURE MILK 
Something Diffe.rent-try .a bottle of our buttermilk 
Phone 281-After 8 p. m., Pho•ne 121 




Hart ShaJfner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
MID WEST PURE MILK 
Something Different-try a bottle o.f our buttermilk 
Phone 281-After 8 p. m., Phone 121 
-----~----- - -- -- f! 
H ~ 
Hadfi'" ld, Wilbur, Commutes ................ Carterville 111 
Haegeol'", John, 500 S. Poplar-392K. ...... . B:arnhill r 
Hafeli, Merle Ferne, 714 S. Normal ____ Du Quoin C 
Hagler, Vernon, 500 Chautauqua Z 
Hails, Stanley, 367 E . Fre'"man ____ ____ Carbondale Q 
Hale, Alvin, 308 Grand, 647L ---------- ------ Rosiclare <:: 
Hall, Barbara, 817 S. Normal, 504 --- -- ------- Benton <; 
Hall Edison, Commutes, R.F.D. 2 .... Carbondale :j 
Hall; Eugene L., 819 S. Marion 496X ____ ____ Galatia :r 
Hall, Eva Walter, 819 S. Marion, 496X, Carbondale o 
Hall, Georgia Opal, 1002 Lak'", --- -------- --- -- ·--· Posey ::0 
Hall, Grace, 906 Lake -- ---- -----------···-------- Carbondale z 
Hall, Helena, 819 S. Mario·n ------------ ---- --- ···-- Albion ::-:; 
Hall, Lottie, 906 S. Lake ------ -------------- Carbondale (/) 
Hall, Mark, 906 Lak'" ---------------····-······ Carbondale 
Hall, Nora, 705 Pecan, 587-L --- ---- --- ---- Carbondale w 
Hall, Wm. E., 204 W. Mill, 609K ---------· Centralia 01 
Hambrey, L. 0 ., W. Monroe, 332 ____ ____ Norris City n 
Hamilto·n, Thomas, 210 W. Normal, 332, Nor. City ~ 
Hamilton, Virginia, 209 W. Cherry, West Frankfort 
Hampleman, Elba Jean, 318 W. Jackson, ~ 
597Y --------···· ······· ·····-------------------- Carbondala s: 
Hampleman, R., 318 W. J ack, 597Y, Carbondale Jl1 
HaMy, Ned, 705 S. Normal, 767X ________ Centralia (/) 
Hankla, Beryl, A. Hall, 407 _____________________ ___ Cobden 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Harbison, Chas., 707 Washingto.n .............. Equality 
Harbison, James, 707 S. Wash, 617K ...... Equality 
Harbison, Jesse, 407 College, 288L ...... Ha.rrisburg 
Hardin, Olis, 709 W. Freeman, 642Y .... Grantsburg 
Hardy, Loren, 409 S. Washington ........ C:arbondale 
Hargrav~ , James, 109 E. Grand ................ Galatia 
<ll Harker, Carol, 108 E. Chautauqua .... Carbondale 
~ Harlan, Ansell, 605 W. Oak, 667X ........ Carbondale 
< Harmon, Golda, 710 W. Freeman ................ Xe.na 
., Harp.er, Jesse, 204 E. Chautauqua, 607L, Har'burg 
1- Harper, Lona., 512 Ash,· 402L ........ W~st Frankfort 
< Harrell, Amelia, 513 Normal ---------------- Alto Pass I 
!; Harrell, Frances, 805 College, 643Y .. Carbondale 
...._ Harrell, J essie, 302 Sycamor'", 728Y __ Carbondale 
I.LI 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
lQ -THEY BACK US! 
~ Harrellson, Dwigh~9'06s:-:Normal __________ __ Benton 
Harris, Dorothy, 710 Polar, 648K _____ ___ Carbonda-le 8 Harris, Josephine, Commutes _____________________ ___ Marion 
0 Harris, Oral, 706 S. Illinois -- -------------- Ha,rrisburg Cl Harris, Ruth, 516 S. Hayes, 643K ............ Cheswr 
~ Harris, William, Commutes ---·-------------------- Marion 
0 Harrison, Geo·rge, 601 W. Oak, 294Y, Carbondale 
11.. Harrison, Ina., A. Hall, 407 ---------------- Christopher 
Han·olle, Wesley, Commutes ------- ·------------ · Marion 
Harry, G'"orge, 615 S. Illinois -----------------·-··· ··· Benld 
Hart, H:.rold, Commutes ----------------------------De Soto 
Hart, Willard,- Commutes .................. Murp-hysboro 
Hartley, Clovis, 217 W. Main-291 .... W. Frankfort 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Hartley, Lucille, 715 Marion-564K. ..... Harrisburg Ul 
Harvey, Velma, 900 S. Ill.-592K .. .. Thompsonville C 
Hastie, Robert, Commut<:!s· -·-·---------------- Carter vill::! ~ 
Hathaway, Mary E., 821 S. Ill.-592L .. John 'n City )> 
Haun, Loren 806 S. Normal-767L ...... Carbondale rr1 
Haun, John k, 806 Normal-767L ........ Carbonclale Ul 
Hause, H elen F., 307 Elm-191L .... East St. Louis Ul 
Hawkins, Earle ne, Commutes ___ ____ _______ ______ Cambria 0 
Hawley, Maxine, 601 S. Normal-36 7X ... ....... Odin o 
~~~~; g~~~sth;,0~~~~t~~--~~~~:~::::~~:::: ~: ~~~~~~~~i ~ 
Hays, Harrell, Commutes ---------- ------ W. Frankfort )> 
Hays, John H., 108 N. Poplar-698L .... Carbonda.le z 
Hazel, Irene, 617 W. College-660L ...... Centralia 0 
Head, Mary Etta, 609 S. Wash'ton-414Y .... Benton 
Healy, Gladys, 821 Normal-319L .... East St. Louiis ~ 
Healy, R. W., 717 S. Illinois-175L. ... E'ast St. Louis "' 
Heaton, C. F., 302 W. Mill-368K .... New Burnside 
Hei-derscheid, Morris, 808 S Nor-199X .. Jerseyville ~ 
H<:!itman, Ray, 511 Ash-655X ................ Steeleville )> 
Heininger, Howard, Commutes _______ _ Murphysboro ;il:; 
Heinzman, Ray, 402 S. NormaL ............ Christopher !ri 
Heisler, Harold, Commutes ··---------- -- Pinckneyville 
Helmkamp, Catherine, 502 S Nor-489L .. Okawvill~ 
H eminghous, Irene, Anthony Hall-407 .... Nashville ... 
Hemmer, Verne, 417 W. Main-32L ______ O'Fallon 0 
Henl~y, Josephine, 712 S. Normal-767K ... . Marion ° 
Henry, Evelyn, 505 W. Mill-648Y ___ __________ ___ Anna ~ 
Henson, Cly-de, 300 N. Sringer, 623X .... Carbo·ndale 
Henson, George, 209 W. Cherry ... . West Frankfort ~ 
Hess~, Seegel, 1216 S. Thomp.-601 Y ...... Freeburg 3:: 
Hestand, Wayne S., Commutes __________ __________ Marion !'II 
Ul 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Hester, Thomas, 304 Hester ----------------- -Mt. Vernon 
Hetherington, Gene, 910 S. No·r.~571X .. Har'burg 
H~therington~ Mari Lu, Anth. Hall-407 .. Har'burg 
Hickam, Irene, 809 S. Elizabeth ............ Carbondale 
Hickman, Berl, 809 Elizabeth ----- -- ----- Carbondale 
Hickam, Merle, 809 S. Eliza.beth ............ Carbondale 
Ill Hicks,. F~d, 407 W. College-234X .......... Bonnie 
~ Hicks, Lowell, 113 E. Grand _ _. ______________ Carbond:ale 
< Higgins, Joe, Commutes --- -- -- ------------ - Murphysboro 
-, Higgins, Rodney G., 412 S. Ill.-428Y .... St. Louis 
~ Hileman, Olin, 1020 Lake-126 .............. Jonesboro 
Hill, Audry, 321 Walnut-75X .............. Carbondale 
~ Hill, Curtis, 209 S. Marion ----------------------------Ewing 
111 Hill, Guy Cl~o, 706 Chautauqua ..... ......... Dellwood Hill, John Robert, 402 S. Normal-,-226 .. Christop-her 
Hill, Margaret, 513 Beveridge-239 ............ Herrin f! Hill, Pauline, 91 0 W. Grand Ave . ........ Carbondale 
< Hill, Vera, 1006 Thompson--299X ............ Centralia 
111 Hiller, Lucill~, Commutes --------------------------Makanda 
0 
Hillsman, Helen, 303 Willow __ ______________ Carbondale 
0 Hinckle, Maryan,. 418 W. Monroe .... Johnston City 0 Hindman, Margaret, commutes ____________________ Herrin 
l!J Hitt, Henry C., 402 S. No·rmal-226 .... Christopher 
0:: Hogan, Raymond, Commutes ............ Pinckneyville 
0 Holden, Wilson, Commu~s _____________ _______ Carterville 
II. Holder, Imogene, 808 W. Freeman-424K .. Car'dale 
Holder, Lynn W., Freeman-424K ........ Carbondale 
Holliday, Stephen, 306 W. Gran-647X .... Car'dal~ 
Hol_mes, Marjorie, 210 Hospital Drive .... Carbondale 
Holshouser, Elmer, 302 Renfro-29K..Granite City 
Holshouser, Harold, 60 7 Normal-557X-C:ar'dale 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Holt Vergil, 304 E:. H<ester -------------------• Vergennes U1 
Hon{an, A. N., 402 S. Normal-226 .... Granite City ~ 
Hoover, L. W., Commutes -----------~----···-Villa Grove 0 Hopkins, Do•rothy, 821 S. Nor.-3971L .. W. Frank. )o 
~~~f,i~~n~~otf:' ~-1 ~r~n~ or~~~~~~~~-~~~h~i~J:~:~ rn 
Hough<es, John, 504 S. Normal-'-244K .... W. Frank. Ul 
How.ard, Doris, 1216 Thompson-601Y ...... Car'dale 0 
Howell, Marshall, 608 Marion-'--143Y .. McLeansboro 0 ~~~=n~, ~t:t~~e 8~-~---~-·---~~~~~:~-=~-~-~-~:c-~¥~~gi~ ~ 
Hoyle, Barbara, 117 E. Grand-403L .... Carbondale )o 
Hoyle, · Pauline, /117 E. Grand, 403L ______ Carbondale Z 
Hubbard, Grac<e, Anthony Hall, 407 ........... , .... Cairo 0 
Hubble, Carroll, 310 W. Mill-368Y ........ Clay City 3: 
Hubble, Eula, 502 Forest-415K --------------------Cisne r 
Hubbs, Winona, Commutes _______ _____ ____________ Royalton ~ 
Hubler, Dorothy, 821 S. Normal-319L .. Pinck'ville !A 
Hudelson, Peggy, 308 W. Walnut-52 .... Carbondale :t 
Htidgins,Geo rge, 615 Mill ________________________ Eldorado > 
Hudgens, Lill<ey, Commutes ----------- --- ------------Marion :1\ 
Hudson, Victor, Vanity Fair Tea Room ____ __ Mounds tTl 
Hueckel, Margaret, 800 S. Nor.-552L. ... Belleville Ul 
Hueting, Virginia, Anthony Hall-407 .... Belleville 
Huffman, Margaret, 303 Normal-45L .... Car'dal<e 
Hughes, Glenda, 800 S. Normal-552L..Christopher 0 
, Hughes, Jean, 402 W. Mill-371Y .. ________ Broughton ° 
Hughes, Lula, 615 W. Mill-639Y ________ Carbondale > 
Huitt, Mary, 604 Normal Ave-118 .. E ast St. Louis -1 
Humphrey, Earline, 607 W. Mill-648X .. Royalton t.. 
Humphrey, Evag<ene, Commutes __________________ Mario·n ~ 
Humphrey, Lenora, Commutes ____________________ Marion 111 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
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Humphrey, Leora, Commutes .............. ........ M:ariot 
Hunsaker, Kenneth, 910 S. Ill.-586K. ... Buncomb 
Hunt, Marie, 407 Cherry-355Y ................ Fairfi~l 
Hunter, Clay, 209 w. Gherry ...................... Cypres 
Hunter, Leo, 309 w. Walnut ................ Carbondal 
Huntly, Robert, Commutes . ....................... DuQuoi 
Huseman, Edna, 509 W. Mill-648L .......... Baldwi 
Hutchcraft, Milton, 513 s. Poplar-39 2L .. Bento. 
Hutchcraft, William G., 511 B~veridge .... Crossvill 
Hyde, Harold, 511 Beveridge ........................ Bonni 
MIDWEST 
P URE CREA M ICE CREAM 
PHONE 132 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
- THEY BACK US ! 
I 
Ingram, Lucille, 304 Mill-·494L ______ ____ _"_Kinmund 
Inman, Barbara, Commutes ...................... Alto. Pas 
Isherwood, Anna L., 201 Maple-644IL .. DuQuoi 
J 
Jack, Olive F ay, Commutes ............................ Herri 
Jackson, Julia, 307W Elm ............................ Vienn 
Jackson, J. Mannen, 221 Illinois ..... ..... Springfiel 
Jackson, Margaret, 420 E. Chestnut .... C:arbondal 
Jacobs, Robert, Commutes ....... ........... Murphysbor 





Hart Shaffner & M,._rx C!othes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
J ames Mari~, 305 W. College _____________ ____ _______ Salem ~ 
J ames: Robyn, 204 W. Mill-609K ____ ______ Centralia z 
J ansen, Helen, S. Illinois-593Y _____ _______ __ Belleville a 
Jarrell, Joseph, 1216 S. Thomp.-601Y .. Harrisburg > 
J asinsky, Wally, 912 S. Illinois ______ West F rankfort rn 
J enkins, Shirl~y, 509 W. Mill-468L _____ _ Harrisburg 
Jones, Marcella, 318 W. Walnut-150 .... Dahlgren en 
J ennings, Ethel, Anthony Hall-407 ______ ____ Junction 0 
Jent, Floyd, Commutes g 
J erron, Kenneth, R. R. L _____ _____ ____________ Carbondale en 
Jo·achims, Wilma, 510 W. Grand-715L, Mt. Carmel 
Johnson, Edna Mae, Commutes __________ Murphysboro· > 
Johnson, J . Earl, Commutes ____________________ Du Quoin ~ 
Johnson, Jo•e R., 207 Chautauqua-607L .... Benton 
Johnson, Juanita , 900 S. Ill.-592ILThomp,sonville ~ 
Johnson, Lena May, 608 W. College-535X .. Flora r 
Johnson, Susie, 407 W. Cherry---'355Y .. Wayn~ City ::"i 
Johnson, W. L. ------- ---- -- --- ---------------- Thompsonville en 
JQ<hnson, William Wilson, 210 Hos. Dr ... Carbondale I: 
Jones, Alyce, Walnut-:-758K __________ __ Johnston City > 
Jones, Betty, 800 Norma.I-5521 ----··----Christopher @ 
Jones, Betty W., 117 Chautauqua-607X ____ __ Cisne en 
Jones, Franklin, 419 W. Chautauqua ____ Mt. V~rnon 
Jones, Geraldine, Commutes __________ __ ____ ____ Du Quoin 
Jones, Glenn, 113 E . Grand ~-------------------------Cyress Q 
Jones, Harold, 607 S. Washington ________ Carbondale n 
Jones, Isola, 303 E. Green ____________________ Carbondal~ > 
J ones, Lucian, 204 W. Mill~609K ___________ _ Centralia -f 
Jones, Matilda, S. Normal ____ ___________ __ _ Murphysboro c... 
Jones, Merle, Commutes ----------------------------- ---Marion > 
Jones, Mildred, 108 E. Chautaqu.a -------------- Galatia S:: 
fTI 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
(I) 








THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH ICE CREA.M 
- 202 5 . WASH. AVE . PHONE 363 
MILK - CREAM - BUTTER - BUTTERMILK 
Jon<:!s, Spierling, Commutes 
Jones, Vernell, Commutes --------------···--·--------Marion 
Jones, Vernon, 607 S. Washington ... ..... Carbondale 
Josten, Hilda., 405 W. College-234K .... Valmeyer 
MIDWEST 
' PURE CREAM ICE CREAM 
PHONE. 132 
K 
J- Ka<:!stner, Jennie, 513 Beveridge .................... Dupo 
~ Karnes, Ruthe, 408 . W. Mill-650X ...... Carbondale 
Karraker, I. Oliver, 516 S. Nor.-235K .. Jonesboro 
Kautz, Ruth, 201 Poplar ........................ Carbondale 
~ Kauzlarich, Olga, 715 S. Marion-564K..Chris'pher 
< Keene, Ro-land ·····---·-----------·-·-···-·····-'·-··Pinckneyvil~e 
li.l K~il, Helen, 610 S. Normal-396X ............ Belleville 
0 Kell, Alice, 608 W. College ............................ Salem 
0 Kell, Ida, 8'00 S. Normal-552L .................... Bento11 
o Kell, Robert, Tel. 299Y --··········----------- ----- St. Louis 
\!J Keller, Grac~, 818 S. Marion-403X ........ Centrali< 
~ Keller, Lois, 607 Mill-648K ................ CarbondalE 
0 Kelley, Blanche, 719 S. Forest--462Y .... GorevillE 
Ll.. Kelley, H<e len, 306 N. Illinois ............. .. . CarbondalE 
Kelley, Oriand, Commute& --···--·--····--------------Marior 
Kelley, Virginia, Commutes .......................... Marior 
. Kelly, Gladys, 509 S. Poplar-392L ...... Carbondal' 
Kemp, Stanley, Commutes ________________________ Du Quoir 





Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
K<:!rley, Pauline, 117 E. Chau.-607X ....... . Simpson 
Kern, Dorothy, 812 Normal-12Y ................ Carmi 
Kersey, Ruby Mae, 511 S. Nor.-244L .... Caseyville 
J(ias, Nelson, 204 W. Mill-609K ........ Coulterville 
Kief~r, Carl E., 703 W. CoL-535Y .......... Decatur 
Kimpler, Vivian Ann, 408 W. Mill-650X .. Sandoval 
King, Billie Eleanor, 905 S. Normal-498 .. Tamaroa ·(g 
King, Wilburn Eugene, 109 E . Grand .. McLeansboro ;o 
Kipshart, Mae, ------------------------------------ Grand Torw;;!r Cl 
Kirby, Mildred ------------------------------------------ Goreville _
00 Kirk, Clifton, 808 S. Normal-199X .......... Fairfield 
Kirsch, Jane, 610 S. Illinois-247 ................ Benton C 
Kish, Albert W., 108 Chautauqua ............ Eldorado J'll 
Klingenberg, Elmo, 1311 S Thomp-601K .. Oakdale > 
Knash, Jo-hn, 217 W. Main-293 ... : .. W. Frankfort iif 
Knecht, Walter, 806 Normal-767L --~-- ---------- -Troy 
Knight, Eva M:ae, 607 W. College-.... 660L .... Salem 
Knob<:!loch, Erna, Anthony Hall-407.. ...... Belleville ~ 
Koch, Leland, 709 W. Freeman-642Y ........ Herod -1 
Koons, Charles Edward, 912 Illinois .. W. Fr.ankf(}rt 
Korando, Alice, 407 W. Pecan-717X ~ 
Koranido, Florence, 801 S. Illinois-735 1.. 
Ko·rando, Mitchel Charles, Commutes ............ Jacob > 
Korando, Sidn<:!y, Commutes .......................... Jacob ~ 
Ko-tter, Carl, 810 Normal-12X Karnak Ul 
Krill, Josephine, 817 S. Normal-504.. ...... Granite 
Krughoff, Clara Louise, Anth. Hall-407..Nashville 
Krughoff, Florence, 404 W. CoL-298L .. Hoyleton 
Krysh~r, John, Commutes .......................... Makanda 
Krysher, Alice, Commutes ................ -< ........ Makanda 
Kuehn, Raymond, 308 W. Grand-647L ...... DeSoto 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
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THE NEW ERA DAIRY 
VELVET RICH ICE CREAM \ 
MILK - CRE AM - BUTTER - BUTTERMILK 
202 S. WASH. AVE. PHONE 363 
~ MID WEST PURE MILK 
~ Cottage ·Che·e·~.e- a wond.erful dish in many wa'YS 
., Phone 281-After 8 p. m., Phone 121 
1-
<( L g Laird, Doris 405 Mill .. .... .............................. Ashley 
Lamb, Raymond, 308 Mill-368L ---------- Golconda 
Lambert, Alice, 608 College-535X .. McL~ansboro 
Lambert, Ray, .r61 7 Mill-639L ___ _____ Shawneetown 
~ Lamont, Willie, Commutes --- ---- ----- W~st Frankfort 
il:: Land, Aubrey, 200 Oakland-76K .... Carbondale 
oct Land, George, 302 Normal-489L ---- -- -- ---- Sparta 
I: Land, Mildred, 200 Oakland-76K .... Carbondale 
Ill Lanon, Alice, 719 Washington ------------- Jerseyville 
i1:: Lane, Ray, 1311 Thompso.n-601K ..... .. . Hall Ridge 
.J 




-THEY BACK US! 
Laney, John, 302 Mill .. _ .................. West Frankfort 
Ill Langan, John ..... .............. ............................... Cairo 
< Langel, Goldie, 715 Washington-564X, Irvington g Langford, Elijah, 410 Brush ........ East St. Louis 
Ill Laster, Charles, 400 Grand-299X .... McLeansboro 
Latta, Margaret, Commutes ................ Carterville 
Ill Laufer, William, 715 Ilinois-579L ................ Ava 
~ Lawreck, Marguerite ................................ Du Quoin 
o Lawrence, Mary, 604 Normal-118 ............ Co.bden 
z Lawson, Marvin, 611 Cherry .................... Benton 
:J 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Laxton, James, 509 Poplar-329L .... Harrisburg 
Lay, Kenneth, 703 Illinois-578 ------------ Rosiclare 
Layman, Thomas, 610 Elm-221Y ------------ Benton 
Le:ach, Duane, Commutes ---------------------------- Marion 
~hi, Elmer, 107 Gr:a.nd ------------------------ Mascoutah 
Leib, Bonita, 604 Normal-118 -------------------- Anna 
Lemme, Harold, 317 W. Jackson------------ Greenview "'II 
Lemons, Hoyt, Chautauqua· -------------------- Carbondale ~ 
Lemons, Sallie, Chautauqua 
Lemons, Wilma, . Chautauqua ' ---------------- Carbondale G'l t:~f~, ~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: folie~ g 
Lewis, E'dw. Lee ------------------------------------------ Marissa 111 
> ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP ~ 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 
South of Campus 
111 
Lillie, Elaine, 610 Normal-396X ~ 
Lenhardt, Lucille, Anthony Hall-407 .... Waterloo 
Lentz, Kathryn, 502 Normal-263K .... Carbondal~ ~ 
Lewis, Benjamin, 702 Illinois-175Y .. Harrisburg '-
Lewis, Dorothy ------------------------------------------------ Cairo > 
Lewis, Geneva, 607 College-660L .... Christopher 3: 
Lewis, Jennie, Monro~-103K .................... Marion C: 
Lewis, John, 115 Grand -- -------------------------- Thebes 
Lewis, Katherine -------------------------------------- Golconda 
Lewis, Margar~t, 500 Grand ------------------------ Marion 
Lewis, Virginia Ann, 715 Marion-564Kirvington 
Lewis, Zarold, 709 Fre~man-42Y ______ Kinmundy 
Lindsey, Evell, 810 Forest-768K ________ Carbondale 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Lindsey, Joe , 109 Grand ·-- --------·----- -· ---------Rimond 
Lindsey, Virgie, 604 Normal-118 ____ Granite City 
Ill Lingle, Harold N., 208 Colleg~-367L-Jonesboro 
ILl Lisenby, Rowena, 312 Grand-700 -------- Tamaroa 
~ t~.~~f~. ~ci~~ec.~~~~ -N"~~:;=552L··::::::::· &~t~fii~ 
1- Logan, Catherine, 114 Grand --------- --- ---- Carbondal.<;! 
< Logan, Clarence, 114 Grand ---- -- ---------- Carbondale 
u Logan, George, 33 0 Illinois-129 ____ ____ Mound City 
10 Loudon, Anne, 715 Rawlins-639v ____ Carbondale 
I'> Loudon, Elnora, 715 Rawlins-639X .. Carbondale 
Lounsbury, Charles, 402 Normal-226, W. Frank 







ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 
South of Campus 
~ Lucas, James Jr. ------- ----------- -- -------- West Frankfort 
:I: Luther, Evelyn, Commutes ____________ West Frankfort 
U Luechtefeld, Loui se Eleanor _____________________ ___ Qakdal.<;! 
z Lynch, Cyrus R~ynold, 312 Jackson-597L .. DuBois 
:J Lynn, R. Kenneth, 501 College _______ ________ ____ __ _ Sparta 
..J Lyons, Harriet A, Commutes from Zeigler .... Zeigler 
Lyons, Mary Mae, A.nthony Hall-407 ..... :: .Marissa ILl 
~ 
..J 
fl. MID WEST PURE MILK Cottage Cheese - ·a wo1nder fu l d ish in many ways 
Phone 281-Afte·r 8 p. m., Pho.ne 121 






Har:t Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
M 
Mackins, Blanche, 416 S. Marion ___ ____ __ _______ Pulaski~ 
Ml!-dd~n, Gayle Du Bois, Commutes ______________ Cobden 'U 
Macldock, Clyde, 718 Forest ____________________ Carbondale r 
Maguire, Mary Ellen, 902 S. Illinois ___ _ Carbondale ~ 
Maher, Mary, 719 S. Washington ________________ Godfrey 111 
Majors, Elbert, 310 W. Mill ________________ Qrch<trdville r 
Makuh, Mike, 410 W. Chautauqua ________________ Benld c 
Mannen, Hel~n, 610 W. Mill-405X __ ______ Woodlawn z 
M:~~~~~ld,0;{1f~ine~01.;u~;~~a~~~l~4o7--~-~~~~~!~l~ £ 
Mansfi~ld, John, 330 N. Illino·is _____ ___ ________ s t. Lo·uis ::E 
Marberry, William-509 W. Mill:..__6 48L .... Car'dale ::j 
ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 
South of Campus 






Margrave, Wilma, 508 S. Marion _____ ____ ___ No-rris City w 
Markus, Chris, 1311 S. Thomp.-601K. ... Metropolis 01 
Martin, Lee, 400 W. Gra.nd-299Y ____ Carrier Mills 0 
Martin, Marvin, R. 3 ---------------------------· Carbondale ~ 
Martin, Mary Isabelle, 800 S. Nor.-552L ____ Benton t.. 
Martin, Ralph, Commutes ------ -- ------ West Frankfort )> 
Martin, Virginia, 210 W. Cherry-367X __ ____ E:nfield 3: 
Maso·n, Cleo., 700 S, Illinois-589X ____ Cav~-in-Rock J1l 
Mathews, Charles, 1300 S. Thomp.-601L .. M.arissa Ul 
Mathis, Glenn, 211 Harwood-357Y .. _____ ___ America 
Mathis, John -----------------------------------------------------· Ullin 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Matzenbacher, Lonnie, Commutes ...... Pinckneyville 
Mauser, Evelyn, 304 W. Pecan ............ Carbondal~ 
May, Mary Elizabeth, 206 E. Chau.-484X .... Joppa 
(f) Mayne, Don, 607 Mill-648X ................ Mt. Carmel 
Ill Mayor, Lorean, 201 Maple-644K ............ DuQuoin 
~ ~:ct~~~sE:~:;,te~of 1~ ~·lfnt~~lO~r_~:c~:~~~~e~~ 
1- Medlin; Jewell, 801 W. Mill-510IL .... Carbondale 
< Meek, Paul, 707 S. Marion ................ Campbell Hill 
u Meinkoth, Vincent, 812 S. Illinois-853Y. 
10 Merz, Ruth, Anthony Hall-407 ........ Eiast St. Louis 
C'l Middleton, Glenn, 422 Monroe-400Y .. Carbo.ndal~ 
Middleton, Hazel J., 422 Monroe-400Y .... Car'dale 





UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
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~ Miles, Myrtle, 405 W. Grand ................ Carbondale 
;: Miller, Alb<:!rt, 600 S. Oakland-320R2 .......... Cisne 
;> Miller, Glen, 202 S. Illinois-175Y ................ Cisne 
:I Miller, Ethel, 406 S. Normal-622X .... Mound City 
U Miller, Everett, 804 W. Pecan-448Y .... Carbondale 
~ Miller ,Glenn, 521 W. Grand ................ C:arri<:!r Mills 
..J Miller, Mae, 705 S. Washington ................ Stonefort 
Ill Miller, Margar-et, 601 S. Normal-367Y ...... Cobden 
~ Miller, Mary Anna, Commutes ...................... Marion 
.... Miller, Mary Helen, 610 S. Normal-367Y .. Car'dale 
..J Mill~r, Maude, 814 S. Normal-319K .. Carrier Mills 
n. Miller, Melvin, 709 W. Freeman-642Y .. Mt. Carmel 
Miller, Raymond, 709 Freeman-642Y .. Mt. Carmel 
Miller, Roy Ernest, 605 Oakland ............ Carbondale 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Millet, Pearl, 407 W. Ch~rry-355Y ............ Carlyle rn 
Mills, Archie, 707 S. Marion ........................ Vienna C 
Mills, Lannes, 707 S. Marion ........................ Vienna ~ 
Mills, Mildred June, 715 Mario.n-564K ...... Keenes > 
Mills, Rodney, 707 S. Marion ........................ Vienna fTI 
Milner, Duncan, 1312 S. Thomp-412L ...... Car'dal~ rn 
Milo, Gladys, 820 Normal-319L .... Thompsonville rn 
Mings, John, Commutes .................. West Frankfort 0 
Miskell, M,argaret, 709 S. Illinois-578 ........ Car'dale o 
Misk~r, Francis, Commutes ··············-···-----· -- Herrin > 
Mitchell, Edward, 4i6 W. Main-471 .... Carbondale rn 
Mitchell, Everett, 416 W .Main-47L .... Carbondale > 
Mitchell, Oran 408 Beveridge-213Y .. W. Frankfort z 
0 
ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 3: 
HOME·MADE PASTRIES r 
" 
South of Campus {I) 
Mohlenbrock, Florence, 803 S. Ill, 581K, Camp. Hill ~ 
Mollman, Mari~, 814 S. Normal-319K .. Mascoutah ,; 
Montjoy, Wilma, 330 N. Illinois-l69 ___ ..... Car'dale fTI 
Moore, Anne Lee, 820 S. Normal-319L .... Har'burg rn 
Moore, Bernard, 611 S. Ill.-582L ........ Harrisburg 
Moore, Beulah, 900 S. Illinois-592K ....... Centralia _ 
Moo·re, Frances M, 604 S. Nor.-118 .... Coult~rville 0 
Moore, J a11e, 611 Illinois-582L ............ Harrisburg 0 
Moore, John, 108 E. Chautauqu;;~. .......... Harrisburg > 
Moore Margaret C, 610 S No·r, 396X .. Johnston City -f 
Moore, Mary Frances, 401 W. Monroe ...... Car'dale i; 
Moor~, Robert, 503 Hayes ................................ Cache 3: 
Moorman, Howard, 505 W. Gollege ...... Christopher fTI 
rn 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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Morawski, William, 910 Nor.-571X .. .. Christopher 
Morgan, Angie, 409 W. College ............ ...... Panama 
Mo·rgan, Maxwell, 509 S. Poplar, 392L· .. Carbondale 
Morgan, Eileen, 502 W. Wal., 678K .. Johnston City 
Morgan, Grover, Maunie ...................... Harrisburg 
Morris, Eug~ne, 700 W. Freeman ........... Harrisburg 
Ill Moss, David, 821 S. Normal-319L ........ Carbondale 
~ Moss, Eileen, 603 W. CoUege ________ ________ Carbondale 
o( Moss, Harry, 820 Norrnal-319L __________ Carbondale 
., Moss, John, 603 W. College __ _______________ ___ Garbondale 
1- Moss, Ruth Do·rine, Commutes ____ .. __________ ______ Marion 
o( Motsinger, Ruth, 814 S. Nor.-319K..Carri~r Millo 
~ Mozley, Archa, 310 W. Grand-647Y 
Ill ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 
~ South of Campus 
Ill Mudd, Dorothy Delores, 610 S. Normal-396X .... 
C ------------------------ --- -- ---.. ·--------- ------ Prairie du Roch~r 0 Mueller, Ruth C., Commutes ___________ _______________ Marion 
g ~~:U:~; ri~~fci~a 991~0 ~ll~~~~~--~-~-~-~::~-~-~~a;~~~d~a~ 
~ Mulky, Helen ,813 S. Normal-12L ____________ Belknap 
II.. Mulkey, Paul, 808 S. Normal-199X ... ....... Belknap 
Mullins, Louise, Commutes _____________ __ _____ Carbondal~ 
Mundell, Ruby, 600 Normal _____ ___ ____ .. ____________ Benton 
Murphy, Juanita, 401 W. Monroe ...... W. Frankfort 
Murray, Anna, Commutes ... ~ .. ----------------Carbondale 
Murray, Bernice, 808 W. College-643L .. Mur'boTc 
Murray, Earl, R. F. D.-37F14M ____________ Carbondale 




.Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Myers, StanlBy, 907 S. Forest--376L .... Mt. Vernor 
McBride, Donald, Commuting from Ava. 
McBride, Leroy, 514 Chestnut ········--------Carbondale 
McBride, Roscoe, Commuting from Ava. -a 
McCall, Ro.bert, Commutes --------·-----·---Murphysboro r 
McCann, Mildred, Commuting from Murphysboro ~ 
McCarlan, Marjorie, 601 W. Mill-405X. _________ Qdin PI 
McCarty, Evelyn, 905 S. Normal-498 ________ Benton r 
McCarty, Lowell, 402 W. Walnut--557Y · C 
McClelland, Neva, 402 W. Mill, 371Y .... Mulkeytown Z 
McClerren, Carl S., 1010 S Thomp., 359L .. W Fmnk. Q 
McCloskey, John R. ------------------------------ ------Centralia ::E 
McConachie, Margaret, 507 BBveridge ........ Sparta. 
ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 





" McConaghie, Marjorie,900 S. Ill., 592K ...... Oakdale Ul 
McCord, Allen, Cummuting from Murphysboro• .... 
McCorkel, Hazel, 513 E. Chestnut .......... Carbondale w 
McCormach, Francis, Commutes .................. DeSoto ~ 
McCormack, Oma, 602 S. Marion ................ DBSoto 
McCormick, Georgette, 800 S. Nor., 552L, Col'ville ~ 
McCrocken, Haline, 502 Ash .................. Carbondale 1.. 
McCree, Velda L., 700 S. Marion .................. Kerwin )o' 
McCreight, Dorothy, 607 W. Col., 660L ...... Marissa 3: 
McCue, AilBen, Anthony Hall, 407 ............ Eldorado Cl 
McCutchen, Birdie, Communting from Murphysboro 
McDonald, Paul R., 510 Beveridge .... St. Marys, Mo. 
McDonald, William 0 510 Beveridge .. St Marys, Mo. 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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McElhattan, Betty, 800 Normal-552L ...... DuQuoin 
McGill, V.ada, 218 Monroe ___________ ____ _____ Carbondale 
McGlasson, Marion S. ------------··------------ M,ulk~ytown McGonagil, Jack ___ ___ _______ : ______________________________ Zeigler 
McGuinness, Peter J. -------------------- West Frankfort 
McGuire, James, 402 S. Normal-226 ________ 0ar'dale 
Ill Mcintire, Clell E., 810 S. Nor.-12X ______ Mt Vernon 
1&1 McKinney, V~ra, 715 Marion-564K-..... Harrisburg ~ McLain, Mary Jane, 602 S .Marion .... McLeansboro 
.., McLain, Rosa -------------------- ··---------------- McLeansboro !:;: McLain, Ruth, 712 S. Forest--462Y ________ ____ Equality 
.... McLean, Mildred, R. 1 -------------------------- Carbondale 
~ McLean, Nina, Commutes from Country ...... Car'dale 
1&1 McMillan, Robert, 912 S. Illinois .. ____________ B<:!l]eville 
!!! 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 
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c( 
1&1 McMurray, Wilbun1 -----··------ -- Carmi 
0 McNeill, David, Commuting from Country 0 McNeill, Eugene, Commuting from Country 
0 McRoy, Paul, 209 W. Walnut--560K-... Carbondale 
C) 
0: MIDWEST 




Nast, Ruth, 609 Poplar-472K ___ _______ ________ Freeburg 
Nauman, Ellouise, 311 Jackson-255Y ........ Car'dale 
Neal, Billy, CommutBs --------------~--·----- :: ------- --Benton 
Phone.,90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
56 
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Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothea 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
Neal, Carnell, 401 Elm Ul 
Neal, John Herbert, Commutes c 
Nehughr, Raymond, 808 Fo·rest-768L z 
Neeley, Aile~n, 315 W. Jackson-141 __ __ ____ Car'dale C 
Neff, Mary Louise, 903 Illinois-592Y .... Freeburg ~ 
Neibch, -Mildred, Commuting from Zeigler Ul 
Nelson, J()hn, 404 Oak -------------------- --------Carbondale 
NNelsb~n, ML_a
11
&'gie, 441064MOa~ _______ _______________ Car~~da~~ ~ es itt, i ian, anon -------------------------- u as i 0 Newman, Arthur, 706 Illinois ________ __________________ Olney )o 
Newton, James ,701 Forest _______ _____ __ ______ Carbondale Ul 
N~wman, Juanita, 411 Oak-339 R2 __________ Cobden 
ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 






Newton, Ralph, 211 Freeman ____________________ Eldorado ;\ 
Nicholso·n, Wreathe, 814 Nor.-319K .... Springerton fll 
Nico·laides, Dorothy, 908 Ill., 586X ______________ Mounds ~ 
Nighswander, Edna L., 306 Mill-767Y ........ Shattuc ;\ 
Nighswander, Norma, 307 Mill-767y_ _______ Shattuc 111 
Noel, Frances, 518 Illinois-24 _____ ____ __ _ Carbondale Ul 
Nollan, Armina, Antho•ny Hall-407 ________ Columbia 
Noon~r, Winifred, Anthony Hall-407 .... W. Frank. _ 
Norman, Inda, 906 Lake __ ___ ____ ______ _________________ Herod 0 
Norman, Wilma, Commuting from Marion n 
North, Robert W., 705 S. Normal __________ Centralia ~ 
Nothaus, Verena, 402 Mill-371Y ______________ Carlyle 
MIDWEST 
PURE CREAM ICE CREAM 
PHONE 132 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-Phone 90 
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0 
Oberto, Irma, 712 Normal-767K ___ _____ Christopher 
O'Dell, Louise, 519 Normal-79 ____________________ Farina 
Odie, Albert Ray, 121 Marion ---- ----··------------Parrish 
Odum, H:az~l, Commuting from Marion 
~ Odum, James A., Commuting from Marion 
'ill Odum, La Veryl, Commuting from Marion 
~ 1 < Odum, Walter, 306 Grand ________________ Thompsonvil c 
., Oehm, Marie, 311 Mill-371K _____________ __ _____ E ldorado 
,_ Ogden, Clara., 409 Monroe-400K ______________ Walpole 
< Ohms, Roger, 515 Illinois __ ________ ______ ___ ___ ____ ___ _ Sparta 




ENTSMINGERS SANDWICH SHOP 
HOME-MADE PASTRIES 
South of Campus 
LLI Oppenlander, Jack, 703 Illinois _____ _____ ____ ____ __ Ashley g Osborne, Gretta-440L --------------------------------- --- Dix 
0 Otey, Wendell, 204 Oak ---- -· --------- ·-· · ____ Harrisburg 1-' Owen, Kathlyn Lucile 719 Wash. 469Y, Mt. Ver.aon 
0:: Owen, Mary Eliz., 907 Normal-371L ______ __ __ Marion 
Owen, W. Joseph, Commuting from H~rrin e Oxford, Bernice, 712 Normal-767K. .Cave-in-Rock 
MID WEST PURE MILK 
CLEAN AND WHOLESOME 
Phone 281-After 8 p. m. , Pho•ne 121 




Hart Shaffner & Marx Clothes 
J. V. WALKER & SONS 
p .U) c 
Palmer, Dorothy, 709 Normal-371L ...... Belleville ~ 
Parednis, Vincent, 400 Grand-299Y .......... Zeigl~r > 
Parker, Lee, 302 Mill-368K ____ ____ ________ Harrisburg 111 
Parkinson, Mabel Marie, Commuting from Zeigler Ul 
Parks, Anna K., 206 Chau'qua.-484X .... Harrisburg Ul 
Parks, Arlene, 112 Grand -----------~------------M~tropolis 0 
Parks, Cecil, 112 Grand ________ , ________________ Metropolis 0 
Parron, B. J errold, 411 Marion ____________ Carbondale > 
Patterson, Alice, 126 Illinois- 433X ...... Carhondale Ul 
Patterson, Charles, 910 Normal-571X .. Harrisburg > 
Patterson, Frances, 105 Normal-134X .. Carbondal~ z 
Patterson, Fred J., 910 Nor.-571X ...... Harrisburg o· 
UNIVERSITY CAFE BACKS THE STUDENTS 




J: Patterson, George, 219 Main ________________ Carbondale > 
Paul, Hannah, Commuting from Marion .... Marion ;I'\ 
Pearce, Mildred E., 307 Elm-191L ........ DuQuoin IJ: 
P~ithman, Elva Louise, 705 College ____ , ____ Richview 
Peithman, Roscoe, 1311 Thomp.-601R ...... Car'dale 
Pemberton, Arno,ld, 615 Mill-639Y ........ Eldorado .. 
Penn, Bell Lovia, 312 Jackson-525K .... Carbondale 0 
Pennington, Leda M., 712 Nor.-767K .... C1aremont 0 
P~rkins, Grace, 517 Birch ...................... Carbondale ~ 
Perks, Leslie, 402 Normal-226 ____________ Mound City 
Perrine, Arline, 610 Normal-396X .... Johnston City '-
Pperryh;bEmily LA., 1~10 HJ9o0spitNal Driv1 e __ 3 __ 6PiLnck0~eFyv11me ~ ersc arger, r me, 7 orma - 7 __ a on 111 
Phone 90-CITY CREAMERY-· . Phone 90 
Milk and Cream-Ice Cream 
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(J 
PP.sula, Rose, 901 Illinois-574Y ____ West Frankfort 
Petersen, Go<>dwin, 309 Harwood-408ILCar'dale 
Petersen, Pauline, 309 Rarwood-408K_ _____ Car'dale 
Petersen, Robert, 309 Harwo<>d-408K 
Pet<:lrson, Helen, 605 Marion ------------ Creal Springs 
PetersO>n, Phyllis, 6045 S. No·rmal-118 ------ -- Cairo 
Peterson, Po.Jly, 800 Normal-552L ________ ____ Arthur 
Phemister, Fern, 901 Illinois-57 4Y ...... Carterville 
gJ Phemister, James, 500 W. GO>ll~ge-234Y .. Car'dale 
~ Phillips, Alice, 408 Poplar-675K ____ ___ _ Carbondale 
< Phillips, Cleo, 603 Walnut-295Y------- --~Harrisburg 
.., Phillips, Eulalia, 206 Chau.-484X .... JO>hnston City 
~ Phillips, K. Frances, 107 Poplar-181 ____ Carbondale 
0 
Phillips, Marie, 510 Ash-464K ____ ______ __ Carbondale 
10 Phillips, Thelma, 408 Poplar-675.K ____ Carbondale (I) Phillips, William, 712 Marion ___ __ ___________ _______ _ Benton 
Phipps, Carl L~e, 403 Grand ___ __ ________ __ _ Norris City 
en Phillips, Esther D., 402 Mill-371 y ________ Norris City 
x: Pickles, Fred, 400 Grand-299Y ________ _______ _ Do.ilgola 
z Pierce, Rosemary, 700 Marion 
0:: Piercy, Aline, 306 Mill-767Y __ _______ __ __ _ Mt. Vernon 
c Pigott, Eugene, 2025 Pine-364 ________ Murphysboro 
Pierc~, Marjorie, 700 Marion ~ Pinkerton, John, 500 Poplar-392K.Murphysboro 
~ Polk, Ora, 413 E. Jackson ---------------- East St. Louis 
Pope, Kathryn, Commuting from Hurst ________ Hurst 
:X: Pope, Mary E., Commuting from Hurst ___ _____ Hurst 
~ Borter, C. A., Com. from Mur'boro. ______ Murphysboro 
:::l Porter, C. A., Com. from Murphysboro ______ Mur'boro 
..J Porter, Nadine, 412 Jackson-703X .... M.urhpysboro 
LLJ Pottorff, Harry, 801 Normal-199X ________ Fairfi~ld 
~ Pottorff, Leonard, 801 Normal-199X. _____ Fairfield 
..J Powell, Ella, 719 Fo·rest-462Y ________________ Junction 
a. Prather, Earl, 204 Mill-609K __________________ Equality 
Price, Juanita, 905 Normal-498 ---- ··-------- Mt. Eric 
Priddy, Ross, Commutes 
Prindle, Wm. Lee, Commutes ___________ ___ ___ _____ Benton 
Prosser, Thomas, 805 Coll~ge:.._643Y __________ Valier 
Provart, Gene, Commuting for D.u Quoin .. Du Quoin 
Puckett, Walter L., 405 Mill ----··------------Mill Shoals 
60 
Pulley, Mary Helen ........................................ Marion 
Purcell, Carl, 810 Normal-12X .................... Alma 
MIDWEST 









Quernheim, Lucille, Com. from Mur'boro .. Mur'boro (f) 
Quigley, Ada, 412 Brush ........................ Villa Ridge 0 
Quillman, Roy, 109 Grand .................. ... ......... Valier 0 
Quinn, Leonard, 204 Oak ........................ Harrisburg ~ 
MID WEST PURE MILK 
CLEAN AND WHOLESOME 







Ragland, Ramona R., 405 W. Grand .. Pinckneyvill~ :r: 
Ragland, Wilbur, 805 S. Normal-767L. ... Pin'ville )> 
Ragsdale, Clifton, Co·mmuting from West Frankfort ~ 
R 
Ragsdale, Paul, S. Poplar ............................ Equality (f) 
Ragsdale, Virginia, 800 S. Nor.-552L ...... Har'burg 
Ramsay, Helen M, Anthony Hall-497 .... Metropolis 
Ramsey, Floyd, 605 S. Marion .......................... luka 0 Randall, Myrtle J., 305 E . Gr~en .......... Carbondale n 
Randall, Ralph Odell, 217 Monroe ........ Carbondale )> 
Randle, Eyleen, 609 S. Poplar-472K. ..... Freeburg· -i 
Randle, Wm. Pat, 910 S. Normal-571X .. Centralia c... 
Randolph, Thelma, 609 W. Coll~ge ............ Golconda )> 
Randolph, Victor, 313 Harwood-357X .... Golconda ~ 
Rapp, Leonard Earl, 1014 S. Thorup., 359X,Galatia rn 
Rasche, Carlton, 802 Walnut-354 ...... -.Carbondale 
Ratcliffe, Harold, 330 N. Ill., 169 .. Little Rock, Ark. 
Ratcliffe, Henry, 330 N. Ill-169 .. Little Rock, Ark. 
61 
Rea, Enid, 413 W. Jackson-706Y ..... ......... Benton 
Rea, Lois Mari~, 510 Beveridge , 
Rea, Max, 510 Beveridge ............................ Chicago 
Read, Joseph, 310 W. Walnut--458L. ... Carbondale 
Record, Emund, 810 S. Normal-12X .... Mt. Vernon 
Reed, E{!ward, 108 Chautauqua .................. Galatia 
Re~d, Marguerite, 717 S. Washington : ....... Herrin 
Reed, Russell R., 10 ~ Chautauqua .......... Harrisburg 
Reeder, Paul, 306 College-631 Y ........ Carbondale 
Reeves, Robert, 602 P-ecan-449L ........ Carbondale 
Ill Reeves, Richard T., 400 W. Grand-299Y .. Dongola 
11.1 Reichert, Frieda, 204 W. College-235X ...... Cobden 
~ ~~~ie~a~:lb}~~n~~~~~ti~~~1~0ft1~-~-~~~~~t~~1~1ale 
Renn, Herschel E., Commuting from W. Frankfort ~ Renshaw, Carl, 817 S. Marion .................... Maumie 
!:; Reps, J ,ohn, 707 S. Bo.plar ...................... Carterville 
..., Rhein, Gilbert W., 108 Chautauqua .... Shawn-eetown 
11.1 Rhine, Emma, 812 S. Normal-12Y ...... .. Nashville 
Rice, Homer, Commuting from Carterville 
Rich, Ralph, Commuting from Cob{ien ~ Richards, Marian, 704 W .Chau-126 .... Carbondale 
W Richardson, Alfred, 806 S. Normal-767L .... Herrin 
Rieck~nberg, Hulda, 51 0 W. Grand-715L..Weloge 
C Rinkus, Walter, 615 W. Mill-639Y .... Johnston City 
0 Ripplemeyer, Alice E, 405 W Col.-234ILValmeyer g Roberts, Ferneley I., Commuting from Marion 
0:: Roberts, Lora, 308 W. Walnut--52 .............. Sawm 
0 Robertson, Urey, 615 W. Mill-639Y ........ Eldorado 11. Robinson, Cecile, 1006 S. Thomp.-299X .. Centralia 
Robinson, Eva, 1006 S. Thomp.-299X .... Centralia 
Robinson, Florence, Commuting from C:arterville 
Robinson, Marguerite, R. 2-44F2 ........ Carbon(iale 
Robi.nso·n, John, Commuting from Carbonda.l-e 
Rodd, Lenora, 907 S. Normal-371L .......... Marion 
Roll, Mary Alice, 308 W. Walnut--52 .......... Salem 
Roots, Clyde, 606 W. Oak-394 .................. Marissa 
Roskowski, Lottie, Commuting from Royalton 
Ross, Alva, 717 S. Illinois-175L ........ Tunnel Hill 
62 
Rowe, Anna Ray, 117 E. Chau-607X .... Irvington 
Royster, Helen, 405 West Grand ...... Johnston City 
Rud~, Ruby, 206 E. Chautauqua-384C .... Har'burg 
Runalls, Norris, 111 Forest-692Y ........ Carbondale 
Ruppert, Dorothy, 715 S. Marion ............ Golconda 
Rushing, Cecile, 409 College-234L ........ Carbondale 
Rushing, LaVenne, 808 W. College-643L 
Rushing, Lee, 207 E. Chau.-607L .. N~w Brunswick 
Rushing, William, 403 W. Elm, 191 Y .... Carbondale 
Russell, Clifford Aler, 300 East Oak .... Carrier Mills 
Russell, Helen R., 206 E. Chautauqua-,-651L .. Anna. '11 
Russell, Maxine, Commuting from Cambria. 0 
Russell, Sophia Pauline, 406 E. Gre"!n .... Carbondale ;u 
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Salus, William, 806 S. Norma.l-767L. .. Harrisburg 111 Samford, Raymond, 708 W. Freeman ...... Fairfield )> 
Sammons, Margaret, 900 W. Chautauqua -i 
Sanders, Lescoe,707 Washington, 617K .... Centralia )> 
Sanders, Paul, 707 S. Wash.-617K ...... W.alnut Hill -i 
Sanders, Robert, R. R .4 ........................ Carbondale i;: 
Sapp, Chlodie, 615 W. Miii-648X .......... Sandoval 3:: 
Saul, Mary Jane, 112 E. Grand ........................ Jacob 111 
Saunders, Edwin, 607 W. Mill ................ Sandoval Ill 
Scarlette, Elnora, 311 W. Walnut ........ Carbondale 
Scarlette, Helen, Commuting from H<!rrin 
Scheffer, M. H., 1311 S. Thomp., 601K .... Hoyleton 
Scherrer, Geo·rge, Commuting from S-hawneetown 
Schelling, E .C., 910 S. Ill., 586K ........ Ma"!yetown 
Schimpf, Harriet, 801 W. Mill-510K ........ Gorham 
Schmelzel, Hilmar, 807 S. Ili.-518L .... New Athens 
Schmidt, Raymond, 521 W. Grand ............ Bone Gap 
Schmisseur, Eddie, 909 Forest ................ Carbondale 
63 
Schmisseur, Leora, 909 Forest _______________ _ B~lleville 
Schmisseur, Ozello, 909 Forest _____ _______ Carbo-ndale 
Schmitt, Imogene, Commuting from Royalton 
Schrade, Walter, 302 W. Mill-368K .......... Benton 
(I) Schnake, Eile~n, 607 Normal-557K ........ Richview 
w Scheider, Elo-ise, 906 S. Lake __________ __ ._____ __ Epworth 
~ Schnicker, Oscar, 819 S. Illinois-592X ... . Dahlgren 
~ Schoch, Dorothy, 312 W. Grand-700-- Pinck'ville 
Schremp, HeJen, 604 Pecan-449X ________ Carbondal~ 
~ Schwab, Robert, 109 E . Grand-767X .... Loogoatee 
u Schweer, Arthur, 803 Schwartz __________ Bunker Hill 
0 Scoby, Joseph, Commuting from Carterville Scott, Barbara Jane, P. 0. Box 196-636 .. Car'dal~ 
Scott, Samuel J., 607 Mill-648X ____________ Go-lconda 
Scott, Virginia, Commuting from Murphysboro g} Seed, Mignon, Anthony H all - 407 
::.:: Se-ibert, James, 312 W. Jackson-597L .. Carbo,ndale 
< Seibert, Katherine, 312 W Jackson-597L .. Car'dale 
~ Settlemoir, Dorothy, 405 S. No-r.-119L. ... .. Vienna 
Shackleton, Delmar, R. 1 ----·-------------------Carbondale J Sharkness, Joe, 603 S. Normal ________ West Frankfort 
Sharp, Effie, 907 S. Normal-367L .. New Burnside 
~ Shaver, Gerald, 113 Grand ____________________ : _______ Thebes 
C Shear~r, Silver --- ------------------··------·--West Frankfort 
~ ~~:f~~~; ~~~ke~~~- --~-~:--~-----_-_-_-_-_-_-_~-----.-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-~:~l~oRf~~~ 
(I) Shenk, Viola --------------------------------- --------- Carbondal~ 
< Shepherd, Cecil, 705 Normal-767X .... E. St. Louis 
C Sheretz, Charles, Commuting from Marion 
0 Shields, Virginia, 412 S. Poplar, 436 .... Carbondale 
(I) Shook, Dor othy, Commuting from Murphysboro 
m Shupe, Nina, 406 S. Normal-622X ______ Vergenn~s 
w Shurtz, Roberta, 801 S. Washington ____ Waltonville 
< Silkwood, Mabel, 800 S. Nor.-552L ...... Christopher c z Simcox, Elizabeth -- -- ----------------- -------------------- - Patoka 
:J Simms, Joe L., 105 S. Forrest ________________ Carbondale 
(I) Simon, Gertrud~, 803 S. Illinois-581K .. 'Batchtown 
Simon, Mildred, 803 S. Illinois-518K. ... Batchtown 
Simpson, H. D., 401· W. Elm ............. . Minneapolis 
Sims, Dorothy, 318 W. Walnut--150 ____ __ Du Quoin 
64 
Sinks, William, 503 Hayes _________ : ____________________ Cache 
Sinnot, Dorothy, Roberts Hotel-305 .... Carbondale 
Sisk, Frank, 508 Poplar-392Y ______________ Harrisburg 
Sisk, Hannah, 719 S. Forest-462Y ____________ E.quality 
Sisk, Virginia, Commuting from Herrin 
Sistler, Della Mari'e, 607 W. Col.-660L .. Golconda 
Sites, Doris, 405 W. College-234K · ________ __ __ __ Salem 
Sites, Dorothy, 405 W. College-234K ........ Salem 
Sitt'er, Rudolph, 1020 Lake-26 __________________ Cobden 
Sitter, Zenith, 821 S. Normal-319L ............ Cobden 
Skaggs, Juanita, Box 211-467Y .......... Carbondale "'I 
Skinner, Edward, 806 No-rmal-767L .......... Albion 0 
Slechticky, Anton J. , Commuting from Ava ::0 
Slechticky, James, Commuting from Ava Cl 
SS1
1










__________ W __ ___ _ F __ G~;tiat g 
oan, ane, n ony a , ________ . 11an o-r 
0 Smallenberger, Ardell, 712 S. Normal-767K .. Dupo 
Smith, Alic~ Elizabeth, Anthony Hall-407 .. 0zark ~ 
Smith, Ben, 109 E. Grand ------------------------------Cutler Ul~ 
Smith, Clarence, Commuting from Ava 
Smith, Clyde, 407 W. College-234K. ..... Centralia 
Smith, Cora, Tie Plant --------------------- -------Carbondale 111 Smith, Ellen, 808 S. Marion-403Y ______________ Carmi -1> 
Smith, Floyd, 324 W. Walnut-396K .. W. Frankfort 
Smith, Frank Allen 712 S. Nor Av-767K .. Car'dale >-1 
Smith, Georgia Imogene, 907 S. Normal Ave.-
371L -------------------------------------------- ------ Murphysboro c.. 
Smith, James Robert, 307 Pecan-722X ...... C:ar'dal~ ~ 
Smith, John Robert, Tie Plant ______________ Carbondale 111 Smith, Mary E.!., 600 N. Springer-190L .... Car'dale Ul 
Smith, Mary, 321 S. Illinois-344 --------- -------D~catur 
Smith, Mildred, 610 S. Illinois-247 .... W. Frankfort 
Smith, Owen, 705 S. Normal-767X ........ Clay City 
Smith, Truman, 204 S. Oakland-648X 
---------------- ------------------------------ Salt Lake City, Utah 
Smith, Virginia M., 611 S. Ill.-582L .. Johnston City 
Smith, Walter, Commuting from DeSoto 
Sneed, Donald, 608 S .Mario-n-143Y .. McLeansboro 
Snow, Selma, 324 E . Oak ______ _________ _________ Carbondale 
65 
Snyder, June, 509 W. Mill-648L .......... Harrisburg 
Sommer, lfi.!na A., 112 E. Grand ................ Baldwin 
Songer, Lowell, 709 W. Freeman-643Y ...... Xe.ni.a 
South, Wayne, 405 W. Pecan-719L .... Carbondale 
Spann, Wavie, 407 W. College-234X .... Carbondale 
Spaulding, J1anetw, Anthony Hall-407 .. Villa Ridge 
Spiller, Virginia, 425 S. Wall-573Y .... Carbondale 
(f) Spindloe, Francis, 709 W. Freeman-642Y 
~ Spires, Ruth, 405 W. Grand ................ Johnston City 
ct Springer, Lawrence, 1009 Elizabeth-708Y .. C'dale 
-, Stafford, George B., 412 S. Ill.-482Y .... St. Louis 
~ Stafford, Voris, R. R. 3-36F4 .......... .... Carbon3al<3 
Stansfield, John, 516 S. Ill.-575Y .... .... Mt. Carmel 
u Stanton, Dorothy, Commuting from Pinckneyville 
~ Stark, Edith, 117 Chautauqua-607X .......... Bent on 
St. Clair, Lester, 603 S. Marion ........................ Dale 
Stearns, Florence Young, 500 S. Normal 
~ ~~:~~~s·:J~~;·~~ 64g~m~.s ~~·r.=-622x:::~-~-t~~~f~~ 
Z Stefanoff, Eleanor, 1009 E. For.-569K .. Belleville 
~ Steger, J., 407 W. Monroe-118K ......... ......... Cairo 
St<:!phens, Oakley, Commuting f rom West Frankfort 
I: Stephenson, Basil, 404 S. Normal-119L E Stevenson, Ruth, 608 Forest--429X .... .. Carbo ndale 
;> Stew.a.rt, Dorothy, Commuting fr om Herrin 
::r: Stewart, John, Commuting from Murphysbo-ro 
U Stills, William, 503 S. Normal .................... Maunie 
Z Stobart, Maynard, 806 S. No·rmal-767L .. Har'burg 3 Stokes, Irene, 209 E. Fre<:!man- 189X .. .. Carbondale 
W Stokes, James, 209 E. Freeman-189X .. Carbondale 
~ Stone, Newton, Lake Street ........................ Fairfi<3ld 
.... Stone, Tommie May, 610 S. Normal-396X .. H errin 
~ Sto-ne, Winifred M, 610 S. Normal-396X .... Benton 
Storment, Joseph, 306 W. Main-459X .......... Sal-8m 
Story, Alice, 906 Lake -------------------------- Harrisburg 
Stroman, Henry, 61 1 Mill-649K .......... Carbondale 
Str.out, John Edw., 812 Illinois-583Y ...... Bell•~ville 
Strothmann, Elsie, 800 S. Normal-552L .. Belleville 
Stroup, Margar-8t, 713 S. Poplar 
66 
Stumpf, Virginia Louise, Ant Hall-407 .. Valmeyer 
Sturm, Emma, 805 W. Freeman-424Y .... Pittsburg 
Sturm, Wilma., 805 W. Freeman .. -424Y .... Marion 
Sulcer, Hazel, 702 S. Rawlings-642K. ......... Sesser 
Sulliv,an, Irene, 610 S. Nor. Av~-396X .. Vergennes 
Sullivan, Orville A., 607 Mill-648X ...... Vergennes 
Summer, William, 168 Chautauqua ... ....... Eldorado 
Sunderland, Joe, 808 S. Normal-199X ... . Fairfield "D 
Sweitzer, Florence , Commuting from Murphysboro ~ 
Swoffo·rd, Jam~s S., Commuting from W. Frankfort -f 
Swofford, Ruth, 800 S. Normal-552L ..... ... Benton 11'1 
Syfert, Walter ......... .. ..... ....... ...... ... West Frankfort t 
MID WEST PURE MILK 
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::0 Taggart, James, 204 W. Mill-906K ...... Br idgeport Z 
T:albert, Orma, 905 S. Normal-498 ....... ... F airfield ,_ 
Talbert, Thomas, 713 S. Poplar ............ Wayne City Ul 
Tannehill, Floretta, 814 S Nor, 318K, Carrier Mills 
Tanner, Rob~rt. 513 E. Chestnut-413Y ... . Car'dale 
Tauber, Karl, 810 Normal-12X ... ......... Mt. Vernon g: 
Taylor, E. Lo·ren, 405 W. Mill .............. Mill Shoals n 
Taylor, J ack, 102 Forest-444 .............. Garbondale > 
Taylor, Kelley, 310 W. Mill-368Y ..... ........... Cisne -f 
Taylor, Mary, Commuting from Marion ........ Marion '-
Taylo·r, Maurie, 120 E. Chau'qua.-484IL .. Car'dale > 
Taylor, Oral 207 E Chautauqua-607L .. Carterville ~ 
Taylor, Theodor~, 413 Brush .................... Centralia Ul 
Taylor, Veda, 502 S. Normal ....................... . Enfield 
Thakott, Fred, 400 W. Grand-299Y .......... Zeigler 
Thomas, Esta, 907 S. Normal-371L ............ Vienna 
Thompso·n, Georgia, 409 S. Illinois .. .......... Mounds 
Thompson, Gertrude, Commutes .................... Ma rion 
Thompson, Ralph, 1312 Thomp.-412L ...... Car'dale 
67 
Thompson, Venita, Commutes ----------------Cartervill<:! 
Thompson, Walter, Commutes ------------ Murphysboro 
Thornton, Maxx, 910 S. Ill-586IL .. Elizabethtown 
Thrailkill, Marian, 908 Forest Ave-376K..Car'dale 
Thrail"Kill, Paul, 908 Forest Ave.-376K .... Car'dale 
Thrash~r, Lester ------------------------------------- --- St. Elmo 
Thrasher, Melba -----------------------------------·---- St. Elmo 
111 Timpany, Emily, Commutes ----··------------Carterville ILl Timpner, Edward, Commutes ____________ Pinckneyville 
::E Tomlinson, Vernon, 508 S. Marion ___ _____ Carbo-ndale 
~ Torrens, Wilma, 507 Beveridg~ ---------------- Oakdale 
Towery, Hazel, Anthony Hall,' 407 ______ _____ _____ Marion 
~ _ Tr.ail, Ada, 606 S. Normal-651X _____ _______ Golc-o-nda 
u Trainer, Cecil, 810 Forest--768X _________ __ _ Wolf Lake 
10 Treece, Ernest, 506 Bev~ridge-665Y .... Ca.rbondale 
t'l Tre~ce, Fred, 506 Beveridge-665Y __ __ _____ ___ Herrin 
Trimble, Barney, 607 W. Mill-648X ____ __ Galconda 
111 Tripp, Charl~s, 1020 Lake-126X ____________ Jonesboro ~ Tripp, Lavern, 400 W. Grand-299W .. W. Frank. 
~ Tripp, 'Mary - ---------------------------------------~--------- Cobden 
0:: Trotter, Donald ------------------------------------------------ Cisne 
Q Trousdale, D., 800 S. Normal-552L ______ Metro-polis 
:t Trovillio·n, Violet, Commuting from Herrin .. Herrin 
1- Tr.ue, Eu~ll, 910 S. Normal-57L ____ ___ ___ ______ Benton 
~ Trulone, Glenn 310 W Grand Ave-647Y .. Car'dale 
:t Tullis, Reed, Commuting --- --- ------------------------ Marion 
0 Turley, Elsie, Wall St. ---------------------------- Carbondaje z Turner, Imog~ne, 814 S. Nor.-319K .. Garrier Mills 
:J Turner, James --- --------------------------------- Murphysboro· 
..J Turner, Janavee, Commutes ------------------------ Marion 
ILl Turner, Joe, 517% S. Ill.-575K ______________ Equality 
~ T.urner, Mildred, Commutes 
...1 Turner, Rob~rt E . , Commutes _______ _________ Carterville 
11. Turner, Thomas, W. Monroe-332 
Tuthill, Ernest, 304 E. Hester _____ ____ ___ .. __ Vergennes 
Tweedy, Ruth, Commutes --------· ·----------····---Royalton 
MIDWEST 
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Ulsomer, Alice, 601 Mill-405X ________ Granite City ~ 
Unthank, Edgar, 817 Jackson ------ --- -----------Eldorado f'll 
Upchurch, Eugene, 910 Normal-571 .......... Benton 111 
v 
Vallo, Hel-en, Commuti:1g fwm Murphysboro ~ 
Vandweir, Sherrold, 615 Mill-639Y .............. Iuka 0 
Vanmetre, Eleanor, 513 Normal-235L .... DuQuoin > 
Vaughn, Earl, Commuting from West Frankfort 111 
Vaughn, La Vera, Commuting from Cambria > 
Veach, Gerald, 206 Cherry-428K. ___ ____ ___ ___ Simpson z 
Veach, H-ersch!, 910 No-rmal-571X ........ Carbondale 0 
Veach, Virginia ---------------- --- ----------- --- ----- Christopher 3: 
Veath, Lester, 300 Oak .... 726Y ___ ___________ Carbondale r 
Venable, Juanita, 901 Illinois-574K ;:J; 
Vick, Betty, 504 Mill-128 ________________ ____ Carbondale {I) 
Vise, Jun-e, 813 Normal-12L ···-···---------Macedon ia :I 
MIDWEST 




"' f'll (/1 
-0 
Wachter, Harry ----------------- -- ······ ·----------------Centralia n 
Wagley, Marie, 500 Grand ...................... Carterville ~ 
Wake:£ord, Kenneth, 910 Illinois ............ Norris City --. 
Walden, Calie, 510 Grand-715L ________ ___ _ Harrisburg ._ 
Wald-en, Malvin J ;ames, 700 Freeman .... Harrisburg > 
Walker, Armenta, 416 Marion ___ ___ __ ______ ___ Centralia ~ 
Walter, Edward, 512 Co-llege .................. Buncombe 111 
Walker, Harold, 306 Illinois .................. Carbondale 
Walker, Robert, Commuting from Cobden .... Gobd-en 
Walker, Odis, Commuting from Colp ----------------Colp 
69 
Wall, Jewell, 605 Marion ---------------------- -- Carterville 
Wall, Max, 910 Illinois-58 6K __ : _____ Elizabethtown 
Waller, Pauline, Commuting ___ ___ ______ . __ __ Murphysboro 
Wanl~ss, Lou Rene; 700 Marion ____ ______ __ ____ __ __ Marion 
Ward, Charles Herman, 429 Jack.-525L ____ Car'dale 
Ward, Richard, 513 Pop1ar-392L _________ ___ .. Benton 
Warren, Alta, 703 Po-plar, 652L ____ ____ Carrier Mills 
Warren, Jesse Roy ------------· ·--- ------- --- ---Carrier Mills 
Washburn, Ho ward, 502 Rawlins-182X 
Washingto.n, Altheia, 326 Ill.-486K ______ __ St. Louis 
en Water, Irma, 424 Jackson-159 ____ _____ ___ E . St. Louis 
LL1 Wath~n, Rosemary, 821 Normal-319L_ _____ Equality 
~ ~!i~~~; ~r:gcee~e~ 02o~~~ti~~~~-~~~-::::~a::t~~~~~: 
1- Watson, Margaret E. -----------·----------------------Golconda 
< Wayman, Mary, Com from Mur'boro .... Murphysboro 
1- Weaver, Cecil; 603 Marion -- -- -··---------McLeansboro 
~ ~~~~~. ~0e~~~e,8 ~~r~ro~~~e 7~~~x::::::::::i\i~~·'b~~~ 
Weilmuenster, Earl, 810 Normal-12X .... Lentzburg 
cnl-_ Weiss, Thelma, 304 Miil-424L ____ __ ____ __ Donn~llson 
Welch, Eldred, 810 Normal-12X ____ ____ Norris City 
~ Wellpatt, Alice _ -----------------------·------- --------- Hoyleton 
C Wells, Alma Geneviev~ ____ ____ ___________ _ West Frankfort 
0 West, Elizabeth Anne, 307 Mill-272X ____ Carterviile 
0 West, George, 314 Illinois --- -- -- --- --------------- --- Omaha C) W~st, Virginia Lu, 617 Miil-639L 
0:: Whisler, Kenneth -·- -------- --- -- -------- ··------------------ ·· Ava p Whitaker, Mildred, 402 Mill-371X ____ Pinckneyville 
... White, E. Virgil, ·----------------------·-------- Creal "Springs 
White, Louise, 306 Mill-767Y --------·· ----Mt. V~rnon 
Whiteside, Gen~va, 905 No·r .-498 .... Shawneetown 
Whitlock, Iota, 821 Normal-319L .. .. W. Frankfort 
Whitlock, J . B., 1216 Thomp.-6).1 y ________ Centralia 
Wicks, Herbert, 309 College __ ____________ __________ __ Bonnie 
Wierman, Kenn~th, 1307 Thomp.-538 .. Harrisburg 
Wiggins, Emil, 407 Monroe-103Y ________ Garbondale 
Wilhelm, Susie Myrtle _________ __ ____________ ____ _ Collinsville ' 
Wilkins, Juanita, 503 Freeman ___ __ _______ Johnston City 
70 
Wilkinson, La Vern, Com. from Marion ........ Marion 
Willey, Rob-ert Dean, Commuting ......... ... Alto Pass 
Williams, Ada, 307 Oiak, 749L ....... ......... Carbondale 
Williams, Cleatis, 603 Walnut-259Y .... Harrisburg 
Williams, Clive, 712 Marion -------------·------------Benton 
Williams, Eula Mae, 702 Walnut-671L .... Car'dale 
Williams, Hollis, 705 Normal-7,..67X ...... Thom'ville 
Williams, Imogene, 817 Nor.-504 .... W. Frankfort "'D 
Williams, Robert, 806 Normal-767L .... Mac-edonia ~ 
Williams, Ro·xie, 316 Hester-440L .... Mt. Vernon -1 
Wiliams, Virginia L., 814 Nor., 319ILCarrier Mills JTI 
Williams, Wayne, 717 Illinois-175L ...... B.uncombe r 
Williamson, Norman, 715 Illinois-519L .......... Ava i 
Willis, James Howard, 309 Col.-655L .... Clay City () 
Willis, Maurice, 309 Gollege- 655L .......... Clay City :r 
Wilson, Doro.thy, 817 Normal-504 .................. Ina :E 
Wilson, Esther, 813 Normal-12L ........ Whittington ::::j 
Wilson, Evelyn, 900 Ill.-592J --------·-------------Cutler :r 
Wilson, Collyn, 900 Illinois-592K 
Wilson, Harry Com. from Mur'boro .... Murphysboro 0 
Wilson, Harry Rodney, 204 Mill .......... Coulterville ;;u 
Wilson, Janet, Com. from Marion ................ Marion ~ 
Wilson, Lowell, Commuting from Hurst ........ Hurst (/) 
Wilson, Mary, 809 Normal-12K .......... Harrisburg 
Wilson, N-elle, 400 Grand-299Y .......... Carbondale 
~n~~~: ~~~i~~. 8~g7 N~h~~y 15:tY.~~~~~~J:A:~~l~ ~ 
Wimberly, Dan, Commuting from Marion .... Marion 
Wenchester, Clara Mae, 718 F-or-esL ...... Carbondale ~ 
Winkilmeyer, W. Rolla, 417 Main-32LE St Louis '-
Winkler, Hugh, Com. from Vergennes .... Vergenn-es > 
Winters, Maxine, 117 Chau.-607X ................ Cisne ~ 
Wise, Earl, 204 Chautauqua'-607L ........ Harrisburg (/) 
Wisehart, Margaret, 609 P0-plar-4 72X ... ......... Iola 
Wisely, Glenn, 607 Mill-648X ... : .......... Vergennes 
Whittenborn, Richard, 211 Walnut .............. Benton 
Wolff, Mary Esther, Commuting fvom Murphysboro 
Wolfenbarger, Arlie, Commuting from Carter-
ville --------------------------------···------------------- Carterville 
Womble, Marjorie, 611 Normal .............. Carbondale 
Womick, Mary, CoU~ge St ............................... Anna 
Woodrome, Archie, 1220 Thompson .. ........ Scheller 
Woods, Lavern, 300 College-872Y ... ... Carbondale 
W{)ods, Mary Ellen, 313 Monroe-769Y ... . Car'dale 
Woods, Nelda, 502 Washington .................. Tamalco 
Woodworth, Davi{i, 516 Normal-235K .... JoMsboro 
Wollard, Statsy, 409 Illinois ........................ Mounds 
Worthen, Haro-ld, Commuting from Murphysboro 
.......................................................... Murphysboro 
111 Wright, Eloise, Commuting from Murphysboro 1&1 .......................................................... Murphysboro 
:::!: Wright, Fay, Commutes .......................... Carbondale 
~ Wright, Myrtle, Commutes 
Wright, Nellie, 326 Illinois-486K .......... ..-..... Cairo 
~ Wright, Raymond, 1310 Thomp.-412Y .... Mur'boro 
Wyatt, Alice, 613 Washington .......... Burnt Prairi~ ~ Wyatt, June Callene, 613 Washington 
1&1 Wyatt, William, 412 Oak .......................... St. Louis 
~ 
< 1&1 
Wyman, Vivian, 800 Normal-552L ............ Hen-in 
Wynn, Esther, 714 Main-674 ........................ Olney 
MID WEST PURE MILK 





Cl Yaeger, Cornelia, Anthony Hall-407 .... New Baden 
a: Y~ager, Herbert,812 S. Illinois-583Y .. New Baden 
0 Yehling Herman D., 910 Normal Ave ....... Du Quoin 
II. Young, Dallas M., 907 S. Forrest-376L .. Gillespie 
Young, James 0., Commuting ........................ Marion 
Young, Virginia Lee, 610 S. Illinois-247 .. .. Benton 
MIDWEST 
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Allyn Building -------------------------- W. H. Whittenberg (I)• 
Auditorium ---------------------------------------- L. R. Coffey g: 
Chemistry Building ---------------------------- Gus Trobaugh )>· 
Gymnasium ---------------------------------------------------- Ira Cox In' 
Libr:ary ---------------------------------------- Martin Schaeffer > 
Main Building -------------------- -------------- W. H. Goddard ~ 






" 1'11 Ill 
Chief Engineer ------------··--··--------------------F. A. Fi':)rkie 
Carpenter -------------------------- =- --- ------ -- ----- C. M. Hagler 
Firemen ---------------------------------------------- Frank Bowers 
Fireman ----------------------------------------------- - Sam Stokes .. 
Night Watchman _______ ,. ________________________ Le':) Sherretz 0 








Fo·r · the past several years the social functions 
()f S. I. T. C. hav~ been governed by rules drawn 
up by the Social Committee under the chairmanship 
of Miss Mary Entsminger, working with Dean 
George Wham, Dr. Thelma Kellogg, Dr. R. A. Scott, 
Mr. William McAndrew, Miss Frances D. L. Eth-
eridge, Miss Mary Crawfo·rd, Miss Esther Power, 
and Dean Lucy K. Woody. 
II) These social rules, which will be enforced again ~ this year, are the following: 
< 1. Social functions include parties, banquets, 
., danc~s, and such other gatherings as are not direct-
~ ly educational in nature and purpo·se. 
1- 2. The number of social . -functions given by 
< any one organization may not exceed two in .any 
Ill one term. 
3. Attendan~ at a social function is limited 
~ to students enrolled at the time the function is held; 
< to alumni of the organization spo·nsoring the func-
111 tions, and to such guests as may be officially in-
c vited to attend. 
0 4. All social functions must b~ chaperoned. 
0 The date and duration of the function, list of chap-
(.') erons, admission fee, if any, as well as the gen~r-al 
0:: type of the function must be appr.ov~J by the Social ~ Committee a reasonable time before the event. 
5. No< function, social or otherwise, lasting 
later than 9:30 may be held on an evening preced-
ing a school day, unless by special permi~sion of the 
Social Committ~e. 
6. Any organization violating any of the abo·ve 
rules will be prohibited from holding any social 
functio·n during such time as the Social Committee 
may prescribe. 
?4 
S. I. N. U. LOYALTY SONG 
Sing the glory o·f our native land, 
And of storied Illinois. 
Hail the her·O")S .of each faithful band, 
Who answered their country' s call. 
Alma Mater, of thy glory too, 
Of thy victories past and still to be, 
Sing we a ll, dear S. I. N. U., 
With pride and love for the"). 
S. I. N. U., we are loyal and true, 
Alma Ma t er, thee we hail! 
' Steadfast we stand, here in Egypt's sunny land 
Giving ho,nor to. thee, all Hail! 
Year by y")ar, thrilled we hear 
All thy sons and daughters oheer 
When the White and Maroon they view. 
Comes an echo on the bre")ze, 
And its joyous tones are these : 




Let the Electric Chef 
Fill Your Wants 
--:--




















" 1'1 lll 
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE, 1933 
September 29 ........ Murray, Ky. Teachers at Murray 
October 6 ............ Cape Girarde.au at Cape (Night) 
October 14 ------------ Macomb T~achers at Carbondale 
October 21 ------------- -- ----- McKendree :at McKendree 
October 28 ----------------··---------------- Normal at Normal 
November 4 .... Shurtleff at Car'dale (Hom~coming) 
111 November 10 .... Cape Girardeau at Car'dale (night) 111 November 18 --------- -- --------- Charleston at Charleston 
~ November 25 --- --------------------- Dekalb at Carbondale 
< 
, CALENDAR 1933-1934 
'"" < 
Fall Quarter, 1933, opens Monday, September 11. 
Fall Quarter, 1933, closes Friday, December L 
.g Winter Quarter, 1933-34, opens Monday, Dec. 4. 
C'l (Christmas vacation, Dec. 23 to J an. 7.) 
Winter Quarter, 1933-34, closes Friday, M:arch 9. 
Spring Quarter, 1934, opens Monday, March 19. ~ Mid-Spring Term, 1934, .opens Monday, April 30. 
Z Spring Quarter and Mid-Spring· Term, 1934, clo~s 
0:: Friday June 8. 
0 Summer Session, 1934, op~ns Monday, June 11. 












You Will Eventually Make 
This Your 
DRUG. STORE 
Spaulding Sporting Goods 
Famous for Toilet Goods 
-and-
AN · UP-TO-THE-MINUTE FOUNTAIN 
. SERVICE 
Cline Vick Drug Co. 
Eastman Kodaks, Whitman Candy 
76 
~ CARBONDALE CHURCH DIRECTORY 
(I) 
Catholic Church ___ __ ________________ _ F ather Leo A. Mondt ~ 
South Poplar Street 
Christian Church -------- -- ---------- S. J. Burgess, pastor 






Missionary Baptist Church ...... O. W. Shi~lds, pastor 0 
Corner Walnut & N o·rmal 0 > 
First Baptist Church _____ __ ____ _ Paul A. Shenk, pasto:e (I) 
Corner West Main & Normal > 
z First Methodist Episcopal ________ Charles L. Peterson tl 
West Main Street 3: 
r Grace M. E. Church ----··--- -- ----------- !Wv. Richardson " 
Corner Hester & S. Marion (I) 
:I Presbyterian Church ________________ c. N. Sharpe, pastor > 
Corner Elm & N o·rmal " 1'11 
Christian Science ______ ____________ Corner Elm & Normal (I) 
Episcopalian Church ------- ----------- Fath~r T. A. Dixo.n _ 
West Mill Street ~ 
· Church of God ----------------- -- -- -- --- ---- Rev. ~.ona Po-tts 




Lutheran -- --------------------··--··---- Rev. Walter Schmidt ~ 
Ash Street 111 
Church of Christ------------------------- --- -- Joseph P. Read 
400 West Pecan Stre~t 
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(I) 
Index ·to Advertisers 
-:-
Anderson Shell S~rvice, Phone 11X .... 324 N. Illinois 
Bubzee, The Florist, 1211 S. Thompson, Phone 374 
Barth Theatre, I'hone 777 .............. 207 W. Monroe 
Berry's Groc~ry, Phones 286-281.. .... 601 W. College 
Carbondale Laundry, Phone 219 ...... 103 E. Monroe 
~ Car;per's Cafe ............................ 208 S. Illinois Ave. 
... C. Cliff Gringle Studios, Phone 344 .. Illinois at Elm 
~ g~~~e c~~~~~l~;,gi~~~~· foh~~~--~-:-~_-_·_-_-_-_·J~J ~: HH~~~~ 
1- College Book Sto-re, Phone 390 .... 1104 S. Thomp~on 
< College Service Station, Pho·ne .: .. 11:'06 S. Thompso.n 
~ Cragg's 'Studio ---------------····· ················ 207 W. Main 
.._ Cull~y's Shoe Shop -------------- ---- -- ------ 205 W. Monroe 
1&1 Daniels Grocery, Phone· 4 .................. 300 S. Illinois 
Dr. C. M. Sitter, Phone 349 .......... 22272 S. Illinois 
U) Electric Sandwich Shop .................... 307 S. Illinois 
F Entsminger's Confectionery, Phone 101..102 N. Ill. 
~ ~~~s~~~~e~~o~:,n~h~~1~ ~~~p .:::::::: .. ~-~u2t~ 4 °~. CI~~J>oi~ 
0 F. W. Woolworth ........................ 116-118 S. Illinois 8 Green Mill, Phone 34 ........................ 122 S. Illi:Pwis 
C) Hewitt's Drug StoM, Pho·ne 200 ........ 114 S. Illinois 
0:: H. & M'. Store, Phone 196 ................ 200 S. Illinois 
0 Hippodrome Theatre .......................... Murphysboro 1.1. H. 0 . Gibbs Grocery, Phone 604 ...... 819 S. Illinois 
Howard's Lunch Room - --- ~- ---- S. W. Corner Campus 
Hubb Cafe, Phone 88, ······-···--············ 100 S .Illinois 
J . J . Winters, Pho.ne 427 ................ HJ6 W. Jackson 
Johnson's Inc., Pho.ne 253 ................ 122 N. Illinois 
J. V. Walker & Sons, Phon,e 265 .... 100 W. Jackson 
Kroger Groc~ry & Baking Co. . ........... Four Stores 
Morgan Bakery, Phone 188 ............. .404 S. Illinois 
Modern Shoe Shop ............................ 117 S. Illinois 
Maloney's Shoe Repair ...................... 126 S. Illinois 
78 
INDEX TO ADVERTISERS 
(Continued) 
Midwest Dairy, Phone 281, ---------------- 302 S. lllinois 
Maroon & White Barber Shop, 2 doo·rs S. Uni. Cafe 
1bak Grove Farm, Phone 837-4 ____ West Hard Road iPeerless Cleaners, Pho·ne 637 ________ 205 W. Walnut 
Reeves Grocery ________ ,. ____________________ West o·f Campus 
~idgway, Phone 453 -- ---- ------ ---- 115 N. Washington 
~pp Tire Co., Phone 54R1 ---------- ---- 303 S. Illinois "'I 
Southern Barbecu<e, Phone 544 .......... 209 N. Illinois o 
Settlemoir's Shoe Hospital, Ph. 562X .... 203 W. Wal. ;o 
The Leader Mere. Co., Phone 264 ...... 114 N. Illinois G'l 
The 39 Tire Co., Phone 39 ---------------- 315 S. Illinois 0 
Univ~rruty Shoe Shop -------------------- West of Campus 0 
University Cafe, Phone 306 ____ ____ 1100 S. Thompso.n 0 
Wolf Shoe Co·., Phon~ 278 ------------ 102 W. Jackson J"'1 
Wisely, Floris,t, Phone 206 ---------------- 211 W. Main > 
Young's 5c to $1.00 Store -------------- 122 N. Illinois of 
PATRONIZE OUR 
ADVERTISERS 
They are Deserving 


















i THE GREEN MILL i 
• • 
. CAFE ! 









• I SAVE MONEY BY EATING 
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OAK GROVE FARM 
CARBONDALE 
-:-








Clean, Pure, Safe, and Wholesome ! 
--:--
Wh·en Not Satisfied 
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-Try-
HEWITT'S DRUG STORE 
First 
-.-
IT SAVES YOU A LOT 
OF TIME 
-.-
Prescriptions, Stati·onery, Kodaks and 
Devdoping, Fountain Pens, 
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I Barth ~heatre I 
The Students Playhouse 
FINEST IN PHOTOPLAYS, 
COMEDIES, CAV.TOONS 
Paramount News 
AFTER THE F~~LL GAME 
Go to the Mid-Night S·how at 
Reduced Prices! 
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